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Introduction 
Amongst the collection of bardic poetry from the medieval period 

there are several compositions dedicated to the Meic Conmara lords 
of Clann Chuiléin, who were the leading dynastic lineage in east Co. 
Clare and whose territory encompassed the baronies of Bunratty and 
Tulla. They were composed by members of the Uí Mhaoilchonaire, 
Uí Mhóirín, Meic an Bhaird and Meic Craith (Clann Chraith) learned 
lineages.2 The latter family were an important medieval dynasty of 
learned men and churchmen in Thomond and elsewhere in Munster. 
A fourteenth-century poet of that family and his composition, Coin 
airdfhiadhaigh Clann Choiléin, which eulogizes the Meic Conmara, 
form the chief subject matter of this paper.

Other works composed for the Meic Conmara include two early 
seventeenth-century poems, Buaine iná a aois iomrádh Taidhg 
(‘Permanent beyond his era is the fame of Tadhg’),3 composed by the 
Ulster poet Somhairle Mac an Bhaird, and Rug cabhair ar Chloinn 
gCoileáin (‘He gave help to Clann Choileáin’),4 by Maolmhuire 
Ó Móirín, and a late sixteenth-century poem, Créd fa seachnaim Siol 
Aodha? (‘Why do I avoid the descendants of Aodh?’),5 by Domhnall 
Ó Maolchonaire. We may assume that other compositions were 
dedicated to the Meic Conmara but have not survived due to the 
political convulsions of the seventeenth-century.

Coin airdfhiadhaigh Clann Choiléin (henceforth Coin 
airdfhiadhaigh) is the oldest datable poetic composition dedicated to 
the Meic Conmara. It was composed in a period of relative prosperity 

1 The author wishes to acknowledge helpful comments on an earlier draft of 
the paper by Martin Breen of Ruan, Co. Clare, and the assistance of Dr Michelle 
O’Riordan, Prof. Pádraig Ó Riain and Dr Katharine Simms. 

2 See RIA, MS 710 (23/H/25); RIA, MS 257 (23/G/24); Maynooth, MS M1; 
RIA, MS 784(23/G/9). Cf. Thomas F. O’Rahilly, Kathleen Mulchrone et al. (eds), 
Catalogue of Irish manuscripts in the Royal Irish Academy (8 vols, Dublin, 1926-58, 
1970) (RIA Catalogue), 707 , 2151. Also see Pádraig Ó Fiannachta, Paul Walsh (eds), 
Lámhscríbhinní Gaeilge Choláiste Phádraig, Má Nuad (Maynooth, 1980), 1-7. 

3 RIA, MS 710 (23/H/25). 
4 Ibid.
5 See RIA, MS 784 (23/H/25) and RIA Catalogue, 2476. On a translation and 

commentary see Luke McInerney, ‘A sixteenth century bardic poem composed 
for Séan Mac Conmara, lord of West Clann Chuiléin’, Seanchas Ardmhacha 23:1 
(2010), 33-56.
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36 LUKE MCINERNEY

and consolidation for their territories. It is of interest because of its 
employment of allegorical devices and its metaphoric symbolism, 
but is of little genealogical value, unlike other poems dedicated to 
the Meic Conmara which detail cadet branches of the family.6 

Coin airdfhiadhaigh was composed at the beginning of the 
‘Gaelic revival’ as part of the well-known ‘praise-poetry’ genre for 
the Meic Conmara and their wider kin-group, the Síol Aodha.7 The 
fact that it was composed by a member of the Meic Craith poet-
chronicler family who produced one of late medieval Ireland’s most 
notable prose texts, Caithréim Thoirdhealbhaigh (‘The Triumphs 
of Turlough’)8, confers a degree of importance on it. The study of 
late medieval Gaelic Ireland has advanced much over the last half-
century9 and it is hoped that a translation and discussion of the 
poem’s main themes may cast additional light on dynastic lineages 
in Gaelic society and the learned class who served them. 

This paper attempts to trace the main historical contours of the 
poem and provide some background on its composition. It will also 
attempt to divine some of the multi-layered meaning that may be 
drawn from the poem in order to contextualise both it and its author. 
Attention is drawn to references to Ulster which are used for the 
purpose of exhorting the heroic deeds of the poet’s patron. 

Bardic poets in medieval Ireland
The study of bardic poetry can reap significant reward for historians 

of late medieval Gaelic Ireland.10 References to royal residences, 

6 See, for example, ibid.
7 On the Síol Aodha see the genealogy titled Craobhsgaoile Seanchais Síol Aodha 

in Seán Ó hÓgáin, Conntae an Chláir: a triocha agus a tuatha (Baile Átha Cliath, 
1938), 131-2. 

8 Standish Hayes O’Grady (ed.), Caithréim Thoirdhealbhaigh: the triumphs of 
Turlough  (2 vols, London, 1929).

9 Some of the more notable studies include: G.A Hayes-McCoy, ‘Gaelic society in 
Ireland in the late sixteenth century’, History and Society 4 (1963), 45-61; Gearóid 
Mac Niocaill, ‘A propos du vocabulaire social Irlandais du bas moyen âge’, Études 
Celtiques 12 (1970–1), 512-46; Kenneth Nicholls, Gaelic and gaelicised Ireland 
in the middle ages (Dublin, 1972); idem, ‘Land, law and society in 16th-century 
Ireland’, O’Donnell Lecture 10 (Cork, 1976), 3-26; Katharine Simms, From kings 
to warlords: the changing political structure of Gaelic Ireland in the later middle 
ages (Woodbridge, 1987); Kenneth Nicholls, ‘Gaelic society and economy in the 
high middle ages’, in Art Cosgrove (ed.) A new history of Ireland II: medieval 
Ireland 1169-1534 (Oxford, 1987), 397-438; Patrick J. Duffy (ed.), Gaelic Ireland 
c.1250–c.1650: land, lordship and settlement (Dublin, 2001).

10 See Katharine Simms, ‘References to landscape and economy in Irish bardic 
poetry’, in Howard Clarke (ed.), Surveying Ireland’s past: multidisciplinary essays 
in honour of Anngret Simms (Dublin, 2004), 145-68, and eadem, ‘Native sources 
for Gaelic settlement: the house poems’, in Patrick J. Duffy (ed.), Gaelic Ireland 
c.1250–c.1650: land, lordship and settlement (Dublin, 2001), 246-67.  
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military incursions and religious devotion may be gleaned, as well 
as obscure details seldom gathered from rentals, hagiographies and 
annals. Such obscure details include the tunic colour of brehon 
judges in Corcomroe11, the bell-sounds of medieval Ennis,12 and the 
‘overflowing bowls of buttermilk’ of common folk sitting in their 
‘crooked bare-walled cottages’ near Lettermoylan on Slieve Callan.13 
We also get a sense of the esprit de corps of the bardic poets whose 
compositions reflected their world-view as an elite caste whose 
curriculum and rationale drew from a deep historical reserve of law 
(féineachas), history (seanchas) and poetry (filidheacht) but whose 
writing was pregnant with contemporary concerns about sovereignty, 
privilege and kinship. 

Bardic poets were a mandarin class who communicated formally 
through poetry using complicated syntax and dexterity of verse 
fashioned from years of intensive study of filidheacht and seanchas. 
Bardic poetry also served a practical purpose that sometimes belies 
its literary merit; its practitioners were essential personages in 
upholding kinship and proprietorship and who helped to legitimate 
the exercise of power in medieval Gaelic society. Poets who attained 
the learned position of ollamh were, as we are assured by the 
seventeenth-century Franciscan Antonius Bruodinus, charged with 
recording the deeds and keeping the genealogies of kings, for which 
they enjoyed exemptions greater than those accorded to the church.14 

11 Dr. George U. Macnamara, ‘The O’Davorens of Cahermacnaughten, Burren, Co. 
Clare’, Journal of the North Munster Archaeological Society 4:2 (1913), 194-211, 
at 209.

12 See Gá lá fhuigfead Inse an Laoigh (‘What day shall I leave Inis An Laoigh?’) in 
RIA, MS 1134 (23/E/29) and see RIA Catalogue, 3091-3125. This poem is printed in 
Gearóid Mac Niocaill, ‘Duanaire Ghearóid Iarla’, Studia Hibernica 3 (1963), 7-59, 
at 22-3. 

13 Lambert McKenna, ‘A partition of Ireland’, The Irish Monthly 57 (July–
December, 1929), 368-72, at 368-9. On Lettermoylan and Clann Bhruaideadha see 
Luke McInerney, ‘Lettermoylan of Clann Bhruaideadha’, North Munster Antiquarian 
Journal 52 (2012), 81-113. 

14 Bruodinus’ statement reads: ‘Denique notandum est, quo in honore inter 
Hiberniae Principes semper fuere Chronologi illi, qui diligenter, syncere, & veridice 
acta Regum, & praecipuarum, Familiarum, earumque Genealogias, observabant. 
Nam praeterquam quod ipsi antiquissimae erant nobilitatis, ex eodem ordinarie 
stipite originem trahentes, exquo ij quorum erant Chronologi descenderunt … sed 
& emptione plus, quam Ecclesiastica gaudebant.’ [Finally, it should be noted in 
what honour those chronologists, who diligently, sincerely and truthfully kept the 
deeds of kings and of the most important families, and the genealogies of the latter, 
have always been held among the princes of Ireland. For aside from the fact that 
they themselves were from very ancient nobility, drawing their origin regularly from 
the same root of which those descended whose chronologists they were … but they 
also enjoyed greater exemption than that of the church …]. Antonius Bruodinus, 
Propugnaculum Catholicae veritatis libris x constructum, in duasque partes divisum 
(Prague, 1669), 771. 
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38 LUKE MCINERNEY

It is also known that bardic poets performed various functions,15 
acting as notaries and negotiators for their patrons and preserving 
and transmitting native learning, often hereditarily among their kin-
circle. 

The essential features of the bardic poet having been outlined 
above, it is now necessary to turn to the poem at hand. Coin 
airdfhiadhaigh was composed by Eoghan Mac Craith in either the 
late fourteenth or early fifteenth century. Nothing is known about 
Eoghan Mac Craith other than that he is likely to have been a 
member of the Thomond branch of Clann Chraith. Already before the 
eleventh century, the latter were a learned lineage who due to their 
literary activities were counted among the ranks of the Aos Dána. By 
the late fourteenth century they became attached to Clare Abbey and 
spawned an ecclesiastical dynasty that supplied hereditary abbots to 
the Augustinian community there well into the sixteenth century.16 
While Eoghan Mac Craith’s exact relationship to this particular 
branch of the Meic Craith cannot be determined with certainty, the 
dedication of his poem to a cadet branch of the Meic Conmara, 
rather than to the Uí Bhriain kings, who commissioned poetry from 
learned families all over Ireland, may be submitted as evidence that 
the composition was of local provenance and by a member of the 
Thomond Clann Chraith. 

Clann Chraith of Thomond
The literary activity of the Meic Craith chronicler-poets spanned 

the period from the eleventh to the seventeenth century. The Meic 
Craith were a high-status family of the Gaelic learned class who 
specialised in filidheacht and seanchas.17 In contrast to many of the 
learned families who appear to have emerged after the mid-fourteenth 
century in Thomond18, the Meic Craith retained a longstanding 

15 On the multi-functional nature of the learned class, consider the obit of Muiris Ó 
Gilbelláin who was described in the annals as the chief professor of the new law and 
old law (ardmaighistir Ereann i n-dligheadh nua agus i seanlicceadha). He was also 
the canon chorister of Tuam, Elphin, Achonry, Killala, Annadown and Clonfert, and 
he also held the position of official and general brehon of the archbishopric. In an 
almost identical entry in Annála Connacht, it is also noted that he was accomplished 
in Ogham lore; Annála Connacht, s.a. 1328; cf. AFM, s.a. 1328. 

16 See Luke McInerney, Clerical and learned lineages of medieval Co. Clare: a 
survey of the fifteenth-century papal registers (Dublin, 2014), 147-51. 

17 According to a list of learned writers of Ireland compiled by Dubhaltach Mac 
Fhirbhisigh in 1656, Clann Chraith were counted among the Áos Dána Éreann. 
James Carney, ‘De Scriptoribus Hibernicis’, Celtica 1 (1946), 86-106, at 92.

18 The earliest annalistic reference to the Meic Cruitín dates from 1354. The earliest 
reference to the Meic Bhruaideadha is found in a poem poem composed by Seán 
Buidhe Mac Bruaideadha for Mathghamhain Ó Briain c.1365-69. See E. J Gwynn, 
(ed.), ‘Fragmentary annals from the west of Ireland’, Proceedings of the Royal 
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attachment to their Uí Bhriain patrons. The annals record that the 
son of Mac Craith, ‘chief poet of Munster’ (‘aird-fhile na Mumhan’), 
died in 1098,19 while Seán mac Ruaidhri Mhic Craith composed 
Caithréim Thoirdhealbhaigh in the first half of the fourteenth century 
for the winning faction of the Uí Bhriain. It is significant that this 
long and detailed work, partly consisting of political propaganda, 
was undertaken by a Mac Craith rather than a member of either Clann 
Bhruaideadha or Clann Chruitín, both historian-chronicler families. 
This fact alone was testament to the importance of the Meic Craith as 
royal apologists for the Uí Bhriain in the fourteenth century. 

Glimpses from Caithréim Thoirdhealbhaigh may also be taken to 
reveal the Meic Craith view of themselves. In one passage it reads: 
Mar táid Clann Craith ós cách san cheird (‘Since in poesy Clann 
Chraith excel all others).20

By the fifteenth century, obit notices of Clann Chraith learned 
men in the annals contain the term ollamh Tuadhmhumhan in 
reference to them, reflecting their links to the Uí Bhriain.21 Some 
members cultivated learning outside of the traditional milieu of 
native scholarship. We read in the 1573 death notice of Uilliam mac 
Aenghais Mhic Craith, who attained the ollamhnacht of the Dál 
gCais (in poetry), that he was distinguished for his knowledge of 
the sciences and agriculture.22 The successful and prolific nature of 
the Meic Craith is best illustrated by the fact that one branch served 
as literati to Anglo-Irish lords, as we read from a grant made to the 
poet Donnchadh mac Aodha Mhic Craith of rent-free land in 1501 
by Sir Peter Butler.23 We find another Meic Craith lineage as coarbs 
of St Dabheoc of Lough Derg in Co. Donegal, but they did not share 
a genealogical link with the Meic Craith poets of Thomond, despite 

Irish Academy 37: Section C (1926), 151-3, at 153; L. McKenna, S.J. ‘Poem to Ó 
Briain’, The Irish Monthly 49 (1921), 112-7. The earliest annalistic reference to the 
Uí Dhuibhdábhoireann is 1364, while the earliest annalistic references to the Meic 
Fhlannchadha and Uí Nialláin are 1482 and 1588 respectively. AFM, sub annis 1364, 
1482, 1588.

19 AFM, sub anno 1098.
20 O’Grady, Caithréim Thoirbhealbhaigh, 96 (i), 148 (ii). 
21 Annals of Loch Cé,  s.a. 1410. The translation of the entry reads, ‘Thomas, son 

of Maelmuire Mac Craith, ollamh of Tuadh-Mumha, mortuus est’. This is Tomás 
Mór who appears in the genealogies of Clann Chraith. See Séamus Pender (ed.), ‘O 
Clery Book of Genealogies’, Analecta Hibernica 18 (1951), §1999 (Genelach Mecc 
Craith). Tomás Mór also appears to be a subject in a poem by Gearóid Iarla (d. 1398), 
although his name may have been added at a later date in the manuscript. Gearóid 
Iarla is thought to have written his poetry when he was imprisoned by Brian Ó Briain 
near Ennis in c.1370. See Mac Niocaill, ‘Duanaire Ghearóid Iarla’, 41-2. 

22 AFM, s.a. 1573.
23 Edmund Curtis (ed.), Calendar of Ormond Deeds, 1413-1509 (3 vols, Dublin, 

1935), iii, 300-1.
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A FOOTNOTE MARKER29

Curc = Lachtna = Lorcán = Cinnéidigh = Mathghamhain = 
Eachthighern

                                                                   Flonn
Mac Raith file (ó n-ainmnighthear Clann Chraith)        Flonn

Giolla Íosa                                                              Maolmhuire 
                         Domhnall              Tomás mór   

                           Maolmhuire         Maolmhuire  

Giolla Íosa 
Giolla Íosa30  

Diarmuid31 Maolmhuire       Diarmuid ollamh (†1411)32   
Domhnall       Giolla Pátruicc    Seán       Tomás

Tomáis mhór an shiona (†1410; ollamh Tuadhmhumhan le dán)33   
Maolmhuire 

   Tomás
Maolmhuire

   Tomás
Maolmhuire
  Domhnall

    Philip
  Domhnall
  Ruadhraí

    Philip34

29 See elements from Tadhg Ó Donnchadha (ed.), An Leabhar Muimhneach: 
maraon le suim aguisíní (Baile Átha Cliath, 1940), 243-4, which includes some 
names excluded by Ó Cléirigh. Also see AFM, sub annis 1410 and 1411. On a longer 
pedigree see RIA, MS 23 H. 22, p. 9. The latter pedigree traces the family to Lismore 
in Waterford and to a ‘Donnchadh an oirchinneach’ who is probably ‘Donough 
MacCragh’ who was made archdeacon of Lismore in 1588 and deprived of the office 
in 1591. He was described as a ‘layman’, which probably equates to his title, an 
oirchinneach. It is possible that the Meic Craith established a branch in Waterford 
in order to receive patronage from a lineage of the Uí Bhriain who had established 
a branch there: Henry Cotton, Fasti ecclesiae Hibernicae i (Dublin, 1860), 183. On 
other printed genealogies of Clann Chraith see Nollaig Ó Muraíle (ed.), The great 
book of Irish genealogies, Dubhaltach Mac Fhirbhisigh: edited, with translation and 
indices (5 vols, Dublin, 2004), i, 620.

30 The sons of Giolla Íosa are detailed in RIA, MS 23 D 17, p. 210 (otherwise known 
as ‘Ó Cléirigh Book of Genealogies’). Also see RIA Catalogue, 2502-2512. 

31 RIA, MS 23 B. 12, p. 88. Also see RIA Catalogue, 1158-1162.
32 AFM, s.a. 1411. 
33 AFM, s.a. 1410.
34 RIA, MS 23 G 4, p. 409. The last eleven individuals appear in this genealogy. RIA 

Catalogue, 2101-2105.

some genealogies spuriously linking the two families.24 This Ulster 
branch of the Meic Craith would appear to have ancient connections 
to the church, serving as hereditary coarbs and churchmen, the most 
notable of whom was Maolmhuire Mag Raith, Bishop of Down and 
Connor and later Archbishop of Cashel.25

 Members of the Thomond Meic Craith who merited references 
in the annals include Tomás Mac Craith (†1410),26 who also features 
in a genealogy compiled by Cú Choigcríche Ó Cléirigh in the 
seventeenth century.27 After the death of Tomás the annals note that 
Diarmuid Mac Craith held the ollamhnacht only briefly, his death 
notice appearing a year later in 1411.28 The genealogies of the Meic 
Craith are in general agreement about the origins of the lineage: 

24 K.W. Nicholls, ‘The Irish genealogies: their value and defects’, Irish Genealogist 
5:2 (1975), 256-61, at 260.

25 On Maolmhuire Mag Raith (Miler McGrath) see L. Ó Mearáin, ‘Miler McGrath 
Archbishop of Cashel (1571- 1622)’, Clogher Record 2:3 (1959), 445-57.

26 AFM, s.a. 1410 and Annals of Loch Cé, s.a. 1410.
27 Pender (ed.), O Clery, §1999 (Genelach Mecc Craith).
28 AFM, s.a. 1411.
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the term ollamh Tuadhmhumhan in reference to them, reflecting their links to the Uí Bhriain.21 
Some members cultivated learning outside of the traditional milieu of native scholarship. We 
read in the 1573 death notice of Uilliam mac Aenghais Mhic Craith, who attained the 
ollamhnacht of the Dál gCais (in poetry), that he was distinguished for his knowledge of the 
sciences and agriculture.22 The successful and prolific nature of the Meic Craith is best 
illustrated by the fact that one branch served as literati to Anglo-Irish lords, as we read from a 
grant made to the poet Donnchadh mac Aodha Mhic Craith of rent-free land in 1501 by Sir 
Peter Butler.23 We find another Meic Craith lineage as coarbs of St Dabheoc of Lough Derg in 
Co. Donegal, but they did not share a genealogical link with the Meic Craith poets of 
Thomond, despite some genealogies spuriously linking the two families.24 This Ulster branch 
of the Meic Craith would appear to have ancient connections to the church, serving as 
hereditary coarbs and churchmen, the most notable of whom was Maolmhuire Mag Raith, 
Bishop of Down and Connor and later Archbishop of Cashel.25 

 Members of the Thomond Meic Craith who merited references in the annals include 
Tomás Mac Craith (†1410),26 who also features in a genealogy compiled by Cú Choigcríche 
Ó Cléirigh in the seventeenth century.27 After the death of Tomás the annals note that Diarmuid 
Mac Craith held the ollamhnacht only briefly, his death notice appearing a year later in 1411.28 
The genealogies of the Meic Craith are in general agreement about the origins of the lineage:  

                                            
Genealogy of the Meic Craith poet-chroniclers of Thomond29 

 
Curc = Lachtna = Lorcán = Cinnéidigh = Mathghamhain = Eachthighern 

 
                                                                   Flonn 
 
                                                        Mac Raith file (ó n-ainmnighthear Clann Chraith) 

 
                                                
20 O’Grady, Caithréim Thoirbhealbhaigh, 96 (i), 148 (ii).  
21 Annals of Loch Cé,  s.a. 1410. The translation of the entry reads, ‘Thomas, son of Maelmuire Mac Craith, ollamh of 
Tuadh-Mumha, mortuus est’. This is Tomás Mór who appears in the genealogies of Clann Chraith. See Séamus Pender 
(ed.), ‘O Clery Book of Genealogies’, Analecta Hibernica 18 (1951), §1999 (Genelach Mecc Craith). Tomás Mór also 
appears to be a subject in a poem by Gearóid Iarla (d. 1398), although his name may have been added at a later date in 
the manuscript. Gearóid Iarla is thought to have written his poetry when he was imprisoned by Brian Ó Briain near 
Ennis in c.1370. See Mac Niocaill, ‘Duanaire Ghearóid Iarla’, 41–2.  
22 AFM, s.a. 1573. 
23 Edmund Curtis (ed.), Calendar of Ormond Deeds, 1413–1509 (3 vols, Dublin, 1935), iii, 300–1. 
24 K.W. Nicholls, ‘The Irish genealogies: their value and defects’, Irish Genealogist 5:2 (1975), 256–61, at 260. 
25 On Maolmhuire Mag Raith (Miler McGrath) see L. Ó Mearáin, ‘Miler McGrath Archbishop of Cashel (1571- 1622)’, 
Clogher Record 2:3 (1959), 445–57. 
26 AFM, s.a. 1410 and Annals of Loch Cé, s.a. 1410. 
27 Pender (ed.), O Clery, §1999 (Genelach Mecc Craith). 
28 AFM, s.a. 1411. 
29 See elements from Tadhg Ó Donnchadha (ed.), An Leabhar Muimhneach: maraon le suim aguisíní (Baile Átha 
Cliath, 1940), 243-4, which includes some names excluded by Ó Cléirigh. Also see AFM, sub annis 1410 and 1411. On 
a longer pedigree see RIA, MS 23 H. 22, p. 9. The latter pedigree traces the family to Lismore in Waterford and to a 
‘Donnchadh an oirchinneach’ who is probably ‘Donough MacCragh’ who was made archdeacon of Lismore in 1588 
and deprived of the office in 1591. He was described as a ‘layman’, which probably equates to his title, an 
oirchinneach. It is possible that the Meic Craith established a branch in Waterford in order to receive patronage from a 
lineage of the Uí Bhriain who had established a branch there: Henry Cotton, Fasti ecclesiae Hibernicae i (Dublin, 
1860), 183. On other printed genealogies of Clann Chraith see Nollaig Ó Muraíle (ed.), The great book of Irish 
genealogies, Dubhaltach Mac Fhirbhisigh: edited, with translation and indices (5 vols, Dublin, 2004), i, 620. 
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            Flonn                    
 
                                                                 Giolla Íosa                   
      
                                                              Maolmhuire     
 

                         Domhnall               Tomás mór     
 
                           Maolmhuire          Maolmhuire   

 
Giolla Íosa Giolla Íosa30    

 
Diarmuid31 Maolmhuire       Diarmuid ollamh (†1411)32   Domhnall       Giolla 

Pátruicc    Seán       Tomás 
 
Tomáis mhór an shiona (†1410; ollamh Tuadhmhumhan le dán)33    
 
Maolmhuire  
 
   Tomás 
 
Maolmhuire 
 
   Tomás 
 
Maolmhuire 
 
  Domhnall 
 
    Philip 
 
  Domhnall 
 
  Ruadhraí 
 
    Philip34 

 
The assortment of names in this genealogy includes religious eponyms that were commonly used 
by learned and clerical kindreds.35 The Meic Craith shared many of the characteristics of learned 
families which included the use of religious forenames like Giolla Íosa (‘servant of Jesus’) and 
Maolmhuire (‘servant of Mary’). We read in ecclesiastical supplications to Rome that a 
                                                
30 The sons of Giolla Íosa are detailed in RIA, MS 23 D 17, p. 210 (otherwise known as ‘Ó Cléirigh Book of 
Genealogies’). Also see RIA Catalogue, 2502-2512.  
31 RIA, MS 23 B. 12, p. 88. Also see RIA Catalogue, 1158-1162. 
32 AFM, s.a. 1411.  
33 AFM, s.a. 1410. 
34 RIA, MS 23 G 4, p. 409. The last eleven individuals appear in this genealogy. RIA Catalogue, 2101-2105. 
35 For example, the forename Giolla na Naomh (‘servant of the saints’) was popular among the Uí Dhuibhdábhoireann 
brehon lineage of the Burren. The forename is attested in obit notices in the annals, e.g. AFM, s.a. 1364. Also see their 
genealogy in RIA, MS 23 M.17, printed in Ó hÓgáin, Conntae an Chláir, 145. 
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The assortment of names in this genealogy includes religious 
eponyms that were commonly used by learned and clerical 
kindreds.35 The Meic Craith shared many of the characteristics of 
learned families which included the use of religious forenames like 
Giolla Íosa (‘servant of Jesus’) and Maolmhuire (‘servant of Mary’). 
We read in ecclesiastical supplications to Rome that a ‘Malachy 
Macraich’ used the alias ‘Malmury’ (Maolmhuire) when petitioning 
the papal curia c. 1418.36 While little direct evidence has been found 
to link the Thomond Meic Craith to the scriptoria of the pre-reform 
monastic church, it is plausible that such an ecclesiastical connection 
developed in the later medieval period. 

As well as being a literary family of renown the Meic Craith had 
by the fifteenth century become one of the leading ecclesiastical 
families in Co. Clare. They were noted as supplying several bishops 
of Killaloe37 and founded an ecclesiastical kindred that came to 
control the abbatial succession at Clare Abbey.38 One of the earliest 
ecclesiastical references to a member of Clann Chraith in Thomond 
is contained in a series of fragmented annals possibly compiled 
at Kilshanny. An obit notice records a ‘Mac Craith clereach’ (i.e. 
‘the cleric’) who, we may speculate, was an Augustinian canon of 
Clare Abbey who merited a death notice in the annals of a daughter 
Augustinian house.39 

Another early reference to a Mac Craith cleric is contained in a 
petition from 1382, which stated that Thomas Mac Craych, a student 
of canon law in Paris, petitioned the Roman Curia for the rectory of 
Uí Chormaic. The rectory of Uí Chormaic was an important benefice 
located at Drumcliffe, north of Ennis, and his petition indicates 
that the Meic Craith sought appointments to the higher ranks of the 
clergy.40 Foreign studies were often prohibitively expensive, being 
attainable only to clerics from dynastic lineages or families with 
entrenched ecclesiastical interests such as Clann Chraith. 

The Papal Registers illustrate that Meic Craith control of the abbacy 
at Clare Abbey was hereditary. On three occasions (1458, 1473 and 

35 For example, the forename Giolla na Naomh (‘servant of the saints’) was popular 
among the Uí Dhuibhdábhoireann brehon lineage of the Burren. The forename is 
attested in obit notices in the annals, e.g. AFM, s.a. 1364. Also see their genealogy in 
RIA, MS 23 M.17, printed in Ó hÓgáin, Conntae an Chláir, 145.

36 Registra supplicationum, Reg. Suppl. 120, fo. 111-111v (NLI, MS special list 43). 
Also printed in McInerney, Clerical and learned lineages, 279.

37 Dermot F. Gleeson, A history of the diocese of Killaloe (Dublin, 1962), 521-2.
38 Ibid., 452-7.
39 Gwynn (ed.), ‘Annals’, 153. 
40 W. H. Bliss (ed.), ‘Volume LXI: 4 Clement VII. Anti-Pope’, Petitions to the Pope: 

1342-1419 (London, 1896), 564-5.
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1482),41 the Papal Registers record father-to-son succession amongst 
Meic Craith abbots. Gleaning papal correspondence exemplifies this 
state of affairs and we read that in 1458 Roderick Macceayh, who is 
first recorded as a canon at Clare Abbey in 1423, resigned the abbacy 
and his son Matthew was made abbot in his place.42 Matthew was 
provided to the episcopacy of Clonfert in 146343 and he appears to 
have received his education at Oxford.44 In 1473 Donatus Macrach, 
a canon at Clare Abbey, was promoted to the abbacy with the papal 
letters noting that he was the son of the abbot.45 Moreover, a papal 
mandate from 1482-3 refers to Thomas Machray, a canon of Clare 
Abbey, who was ‘the son of an abbot of the [Augustinian] order and 
an unmarried woman’.46 He was to be dispensed from his illegitimacy 
and assigned the vicarage of Loughrea in Clonfert diocese.47 From 
these mandates we may conclude that the Meic Craith had established 
an ecclesiastical dynasty centred on controlling the abbacy of Clare 
Abbey and on dominating at the canonical grades.

41 See ‘Vatican Regesta 453: 1458’, Calendar of Papal registers relating to Great 
Britain and Ireland 11: 1455-64 (London, 1921), 73-4; ‘Lateran Regesta 736: 1473-
4’, Calendar of Papal registers relating to Great Britain and Ireland, 13: 1471-84 
(London, 1955), 376; ‘Lateran Regesta 829: 1482-3’, in ibid., 835.

42 ‘Vatican Regesta 453: 1458’, 73-4.
43 ‘Lateran Regesta 585: 1463’, Calendar of Papal registers relating to Great 

Britain and Ireland, 12: 1458-71 (London, 1933), 180.
44 Gleeson, Killaloe, 455. On his education at Oxford see Walter Harris, Esq., The 

whole works of Sir James Ware concerning Ireland: revised and improved (2 vols, 
Dublin, 1764), ii, 641. 

45 ‘Lateran Regesta 736: 1473-4’, 376.
46 ‘Lateran Regesta 829: 1482-83’, 835.
47 Ibid. 
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Genealogy of the Meic Craith, abbots of Clare Abbey48

                    Unmarried parents  

                    Thomas Mac Craych 
                       (Studied canon law in Paris, 1382)

                     Donatus Makcray                   Thady Makcray (abbot, 1400)  
        (1399, abbot; Bishop of Killaloe, 
             c.1400-†c.1417) 
                               
                           Roderick 
                 (abbot in 1423; resigned abbacy in 1458)

                           Matthew* 
          (b.1434, abbot in 1458; Bishop of Clonfert in 1463; †1508) 

                        Matthew*                                Donatus* (abbot, 1473)
                (abbot 1470-73 after commenda 
                  resigned by Matthew, 
                     Bishop of Clonfert)                                  

                                
                     Donatus Macrach*                 Thomas Machray* 
                       (canon in 1483)           (1483, held Loughrea in Clonfert)

* = recorded as the son of an abbot 
Broken line = conjectural descent 
Meic Craith control of Clare Abbey continued beyond the 

reformation. In the mid-sixteenth century the Meic Craith still held 
the abbacy, presumably on the basis of hereditary succession. In 
1542 it was recorded in an agreement between the Lord Deputy Sir 
Anthony St Leger, Murchadh Ó Briain and his nephews Donnchadh 
and Domhnall, that all the religious houses in Thomond on the 
western side of the Shannon River were vested in the Uí Bhriain.49 
A Mac Craith appears as a party to this agreement. Perhaps it is 
the same Mac Craith who is referred to in a papal bulla issued on 
23 March 1555 to ‘Thedricus Obrien’ (Toirdhealbhach Ó Briain), 
Bishop of Killaloe. This Mac Craith is recorded as a signatory to 

48 Also printed in McInerney, Clerical and learned lineages, p. 151.
49 Kenneth Nicholls, ‘A list of the monasteries in Connacht, 1577’, Journal of the 

Galway Archaeological and Historical Society 33 (1972-3) 28-43, at 40.

* = recorded as the son of an abbot
Broken line=conjectural descent
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Genealogy of the Meic Craith, abbots of Clare Abbey48

                    Unmarried parents  

                    Thomas Mac Craych 
                       (Studied canon law in Paris, 1382)

                     Donatus Makcray                   Thady Makcray (abbot, 1400)  
        (1399, abbot; Bishop of Killaloe, 
             c.1400-†c.1417) 
                               
                           Roderick 
                 (abbot in 1423; resigned abbacy in 1458)

                           Matthew* 
          (b.1434, abbot in 1458; Bishop of Clonfert in 1463; †1508) 

                        Matthew*                                Donatus* (abbot, 1473)
                (abbot 1470-73 after commenda 
                  resigned by Matthew, 
                     Bishop of Clonfert)                                  

                                
                     Donatus Macrach*                 Thomas Machray* 
                       (canon in 1483)           (1483, held Loughrea in Clonfert)

* = recorded as the son of an abbot 
Broken line = conjectural descent 
Meic Craith control of Clare Abbey continued beyond the 

reformation. In the mid-sixteenth century the Meic Craith still held 
the abbacy, presumably on the basis of hereditary succession. In 
1542 it was recorded in an agreement between the Lord Deputy Sir 
Anthony St Leger, Murchadh Ó Briain and his nephews Donnchadh 
and Domhnall, that all the religious houses in Thomond on the 
western side of the Shannon River were vested in the Uí Bhriain.49 
A Mac Craith appears as a party to this agreement. Perhaps it is 
the same Mac Craith who is referred to in a papal bulla issued on 
23 March 1555 to ‘Thedricus Obrien’ (Toirdhealbhach Ó Briain), 
Bishop of Killaloe. This Mac Craith is recorded as a signatory to 

48 Also printed in McInerney, Clerical and learned lineages, p. 151.
49 Kenneth Nicholls, ‘A list of the monasteries in Connacht, 1577’, Journal of the 

Galway Archaeological and Historical Society 33 (1972-3) 28-43, at 40.

the papal bulla under the Latin designation Mac Crath nisi Brican…
al[ias] Kylbrigan ex’.50 The latter place is Kilbreckan, a townland in 
Doora parish, in the vicinity of Clare Abbey. It is conceivable that 
the abbots of Clare Abbey had their abbatial residence at Kilbreckan, 
itself an ancient church whose coarbs feature in a poetical tract of the 
fifteenth century.51 This location would also have been in the vicinity 
of the Meic Craith hereditary lands at Islandmagrath, where they 
held a tower house in 1574, according to a document compiled by 
the Anglo-Irish official Edward White.52

Poet Eoghan Mac Craith
Little is known about Eoghan Mac Craith to whom Coin 

airdfhiadhaigh is attributed. From the body of bardic poetry that 
has survived and has been catalogued it would appear that only this 
poem can be ascribed to him. Three texts have survived, in RIA, 
MSS 710 (23/H/25) and 257 (23/G/24), and Maynooth, MS M1. The 
earliest manuscript witness is RIA, MS 710, which, according to the 
catalogue of the Royal Irish Academy, was copied in the mid-1780s 
in Co. Kerry by an unknown scribe.53

The scribe of RIA, MS 257 can be identified as Mícheál Óg Ó 
Longáin (1766-1837),54 a copyist and Gaelic scholar who penned the 
contents of the manuscript at various times in the early nineteenth 
century, in Co. Cork.55 Ó Longáin worked off an older manuscript 
whose contents and whereabouts are not known, but judging by the 
fact that RIA, MS 257 contains other poems addressed to the Meic 
Conmara, as well as poems originally composed by learned members 
of Clann Bhruaideadha, it is possible that the exemplar had a Co. 
Clare provenance.56

50 Petworth House Archive, MS B26/T16 [1555]. See also Luke McInerney, ‘A 
1555 papal bulla for Clare Abbey’, Journal of the Royal Society of Antiquaries of 
Ireland 141 (2013), 128-48.

51 Anne O’Sullivan, ‘Saint Brecán of Clare’, Celtica 15 (1983), 128-39. The name 
of the coarbial family has not come down to us.  

52 R.W. Twigge, ‘Edward White’s description of Thomond in 1574’, North Munster 
Antiquarian Journal 1:2 (1910), 75-85, at 84. On the tower house at Islandmagrath 
see Martin Breen and Risteárd Ua Cróinín, ‘Some obscure tower house sites in the 
Corofin area’, The Other Clare 17 (1993), 5-12, at 11-12. 

53 RIA Catalogue, 2151. 
54 RIA Catalogue, 707. On the Uí Longáin scribes of Limerick and Cork see 

Meidhbhín Ní Urdail, The Scribe in eighteenth-and nineteenth-century Ireland: 
motivations and milieu (Münster, 2000). 

55 RIA Catalogue, 687.
56 Ibid., 687-709.
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The attribution of the poem is somewhat obscure. All three texts 
attribute it to Eoghan Mac Craith, but there remains uncertainty as 
to the identification of this poet in the genealogies of Clann Chraith. 
There are thirteen surviving poems spanning the fourteenth and 
fifteenth centuries that are attributed to Clann Chraith poets, of which 
six are attributed to an Eoghan Mac Craith, the earliest dating from 
1328.57 Six poems are attributed to another kinsman, Maolmhuire, 
the earliest of which dates from 1343. One poem, Cia as gairde 
or gabhadh Éire,58 contains a double attribution to both Eoghan 
and Maolmhuire and, significantly, it was composed for a local 
notable, Donnchadh mac Ruaidhri Bhuidhe Mhic Mhathghamhna, 
who appears in the genealogies of the Meic Mhathghamha of 
Corkavaskin59 and whose father died in 1383.60 From this we may 
gather that the Eoghan of the double attribution may have composed 
Coin airdfhiadhaigh in c.1400. While it cannot be determined which 
Eoghan or Maolmhuire was the author of the poem, the attribution 
of several poems to an Eoghan Mac Craith with the appellation ‘an 
tÓrthóir’ further complicates identification.61

Eoghan ‘an tÓrthóir’ is credited with three poems, two of which 
may be dated to the early fifteenth century and eulogise patrons 
in Leinster and Ulster.62 All three poems appear in the same mid-
seventeenth-century Ó Gara manuscript which may suggest that 
the attribution was generic and not certain. Another poem that is 
attributed to Eoghan Mac Craith may in fact be the work of Eoghan 
‘An tÓrthóir’ on the basis that the poem was composed for the Ulster 
lord Niall Ó Néill (†1403).63 While attributions to Eoghan ‘An 
tÓrthóir’ Mac Craith and to Eoghan Mac Craith may, in fact, reflect 
the same poet, it is possible that Eoghan Mac Craith was a separate 

57 National Library of Scotland, MS Adv.72.1.37 (Book of the Dean of Lismore); 
see also National Library of Ireland (NLI), MS G992 (Nugent Ms). The earliest 
poem is Teach carad do-chiu folamh, which was written for Conchobhar mac 
Toirdhealbhaigh Uí Bhriain (d.1328). 

58 NLI, MS G 992 and see RIA, MS 3 (23/L/17).
59 Donnchadh mac Ruaidhri Bhuidhe features in the Ó Cléirigh genealogies: 

‘Donnchad m Murchada m Briain m Donnchadha oig m Donnchada na glaice (.i. 
se meoir for gach laimh lais) m Ruaidri buidhe’. See Pender (ed.), O Clery, §1954 
(Genelach Mec Mathgamna); and Ó hÓgáin, Conntae an Chláir, 128.

60 AFM, s.a. 1383. 
61 Poems ascribed to Eoghan ‘An tÓrthóir’ and possible dates of composition based 

on obits or floruits of patrons include Iomdha uaisle ar iath Laighean (†1417), Lámh 
dhearg Éireann Uíbh Eathach (fl.1427-1449), Mithidh creideamh do Chlainn Néill 
(fl. mid-fourteenth century).

62 RIA, MS 2 (23/F/16), Iomdha uaisle ar iath Laighean; RIA, MS 2 (23/F/16), 
Lámh dhearg Éireann Uíbh Eathach; RIA, MS 2 (23/F/16), Mithidh creideamh do 
Chlainn Néill. 

63 NLI, MS G 992, Dá roinn chomhthroma ar chrích Néill. 
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poet, composing Coin airdfhiadhaigh in the mid- to late fourteenth-
century. 

The Meic Craith genealogies do not cast any additional light 
on this conundrum and any identification remains speculative. 
However, an examination of the Meic Conmara genealogies 
provides possible insight into the poem’s attribution. The poem 
was written for Lochlainn the son (also oighre ‘heir’) of ‘Lochloinn 
mheic Mheic Con … mac Con Mhara’. It is apparent from the 
Meic Conmara genealogies that Lochlainn was not of the direct 
ruling lineage whose seat was at Daingean Uí Bhigín tower house 
in Quin parish. According to the genealogies, a Lochlainn Óg son 
of Lochlainn descended from Cúmheadha Mór Mhic Conmara, who 
died in 1306.64 Taking an aggregate generational lifespan we may 
assume that Lochlainn Óg had a late fourteenth-century floruit. This 
branch of the Meic Conmara, while not directly descended from the 
branch who appear to have built Daingean Uí Bhigín in the 1380s,65 
were castle-builders themselves. According to an eighteenth-century 
manuscript66 they erected Baile Fhearghaile (Mount Ivers) in the late 
fifteenth-century.67 They were therefore of sufficient status to warrant 
the employ of a Mac Craith poet.

An alternative reading of the genealogical material and internal 
evidence in the poem identifies Lochlainn of the poem as the son 
of Maccon. This Maccon was styled tighearna at the time of the 
levying of the Suim Tigernais Meic Na Mara.68 Lochlainn was of an 
important cadet branch of the ruling lineage who held hereditary lands 
at Mountallon (Madhun Talmhuin) in east Co. Clare but remained 
connected to the symbolically important chiefly residence of the 
Meic Conmara at Daingean Uí Bhigín. This branch received revenue 
from their portion of the demesne lands at Daingean Uí Bhigín into 

64 O’Grady, Caithréim Thoirdhealbhaigh, ii, 33-4. Cúmheadha Mór is recorded 
by Seán mac Ruaidhri Mhic Craith, the author of Caithréim Thoirdhealbhaigh, as 
having been buried by the side of Ó Briain at Clonroad.

65 The construction of this tower house is attributed to Cúmheadha Mac Conmara 
and his son Donnchadh, whose half-brother, Seán an Gabháltais died in 1373. An 
inquisition into the lands of termon Tulla held in 1611 stated that in 1397 ‘Maccon 
MacNamara of Dangan-i-viggin, chief of his nation’ granted the lands of termon Tulla 
to his son Donough, the rector of Tulla. This can be taken as inferential evidence that 
Daingean Uí Bhigín was already the chief seat of the Meic Conmara at this time, and 
possibly castellated. See James Frost, The history and topography of the county of 
Clare: from the earliest times to the beginning of the 18th century (Dublin, 1893), 
286-8, and RIA Ms 24 D 10 p. 70.

66 RIA Ms 24 D 10 p. 70. Also see ‘RIA Catalogue’, 2951-2952.
67 Ibid, viz, ‘Ballyarila’. 
68 James Hardiman (ed.), ‘Ancient Irish deeds and writings chiefly relating to 

landed property from the twelfth to seventeenth century: with translation, notes and a 
preliminary essay’, Proceedings of the Royal Irish Academy 15 (1826), 1-95, at 43-9.
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Genealogy of the Meic Conmara Fionn and cadet branches72

               Aodh Adhair   

      Meanmon (†1015)       Niall a quo Mac Fhlannchadha

                 Domhnall                  
       Cúmhara a quo Mac Conmara                  

                  Domhnall   
       Cúmhara Beag (†1151)        Donnchadh .i. an oirchinneach, a 

quo Clann an Oirchinnigh      
                    Néill
  Cúmheadha Mór (†1306)
Lochlainn (†1312)
                Maccon mór    Cúmheadha
                  Cúmheadha (Built Daingean Uí Bhigín)
  Maccon
Maccon73  TadhgLochlainn  Cúmheadha Donnchadh          Lochlainn
                              (fl.1367)                                   (†1379)     
Síoda (founded Quin Friary, 1402; †1406)          Lochlainn 

Lochlainn Óg 
                     Maccon (†1428)            Tadhg                Seán
    
Seán Fionn (a quo Mac Conmara Fionn, †1467) Maccon     

Lochlainn74

               (Built  Baile Fhearghaile)
Cúmhara, (†1486, built Drumline castle)  Síoda                
             Cúmheadha (built Cappagh castle)   Maccon  
 Tadhg (†1571)        Síoda75   

Seán (†1602)      Seán (†1570)
                 Sir John (of Mountallon)

72 The pedigree has been simplified and cadet branches omitted. See RIA, MS 23 N 
12, pp 186-7 and NLI, MS G. O. 155, O’Ferrall’s Linea Antiqua [viz. ‘The Branches 
Sprung from this family of Macnamara’]. On the builders of castles see RIA, MS 24 
D 10, pp 70-3. I thank Dr Andrew Tierney for his advice on the latter manuscript.

73 This Maccon (‘Mac Con mac Conmheda mac Meic Con meic Lochlainn mac 
Conmhedha moir’) was tighearna of the Meic Conmara at the time of the levying 
Suim Tigernais Meic Na Mara (‘Sum of the Lordship of MacNamara’). See Martin 
Breen (ed.), Pedigrees of the MacNamara family by R.W. Twigge (reprint: 2006) and 
Hardiman (ed.), ‘Ancient Irish deeds’, 43, 45.

74 On this lineage see Pender (ed.), O Clery, §2006 (Genelach Meic Con Mara).
75 See the patent granted to ‘Sioda the son of Mac-con the son of Sioda son of Mac-

con the son of Teige son of [Lochlainn] Mac Con Macnamara, the elected chief and 
captain of the Clancuilein’, by Henry VIII in 1543 at Greenwich: N.C. Macnamara, 
The story of an Irish sept: their character and struggle to maintain their lands in 
Clare, (1896, London; reprint: Martin Breen, Ruan, 1999), 152-3.

the sixteenth century.69 It spawned an important sub-lineage of the 
ruling Meic Conmara whose ancestor Síoda surrendered his lands to 
Henry VIII in 1543 in return for ennoblement; his son Seán held the 
lordship of east Clann Chuiléin until his death in 1570.70 Lochlainn 
son of Maccon also lived in the late fourteenth century and his 
descendants in the following century erected several tower houses 
in Tulla barony.71

From the foregoing we may conclude, when due consideration 
is accorded to the genealogical material, that Eoghan Mac Craith 
flourished in the second half of the fourteenth century. It is apparent 
that the poet’s patron was an important leader (taoiseach) of the 
Meic Conmara who may have been regarded as ‘chiefly material’.

69 Frost, The history and topography of the county of Clare, 273; Patrick Nugent, 
‘The dynamics of the clan system in fourteenth century Clare’, in Ciarán Ó Murchadha 
(ed.), County Clare Studies (Ennis, 2000) 55-71, at 56-7. 

70 AFM, sub anno 1570.
71 RIA Ms 24 D 10, p 71.
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Genealogy of the Meic Conmara Fionn and cadet branches72

               Aodh Adhair   

      Meanmon (†1015)       Niall a quo Mac Fhlannchadha

                 Domhnall                  
       Cúmhara a quo Mac Conmara                  

                  Domhnall   
       Cúmhara Beag (†1151)        Donnchadh .i. an oirchinneach, a 

quo Clann an Oirchinnigh      
                    Néill
  Cúmheadha Mór (†1306)
Lochlainn (†1312)
                Maccon mór    Cúmheadha
                  Cúmheadha (Built Daingean Uí Bhigín)
  Maccon
Maccon73  TadhgLochlainn  Cúmheadha Donnchadh          Lochlainn
                              (fl.1367)                                   (†1379)     
Síoda (founded Quin Friary, 1402; †1406)          Lochlainn 

Lochlainn Óg 
                     Maccon (†1428)            Tadhg                Seán
    
Seán Fionn (a quo Mac Conmara Fionn, †1467) Maccon     

Lochlainn74

               (Built  Baile Fhearghaile)
Cúmhara, (†1486, built Drumline castle)  Síoda                
             Cúmheadha (built Cappagh castle)   Maccon  
 Tadhg (†1571)        Síoda75   

Seán (†1602)      Seán (†1570)
                 Sir John (of Mountallon)

72 The pedigree has been simplified and cadet branches omitted. See RIA, MS 23 N 
12, pp 186-7 and NLI, MS G. O. 155, O’Ferrall’s Linea Antiqua [viz. ‘The Branches 
Sprung from this family of Macnamara’]. On the builders of castles see RIA, MS 24 
D 10, pp 70-3. I thank Dr Andrew Tierney for his advice on the latter manuscript.

73 This Maccon (‘Mac Con mac Conmheda mac Meic Con meic Lochlainn mac 
Conmhedha moir’) was tighearna of the Meic Conmara at the time of the levying 
Suim Tigernais Meic Na Mara (‘Sum of the Lordship of MacNamara’). See Martin 
Breen (ed.), Pedigrees of the MacNamara family by R.W. Twigge (reprint: 2006) and 
Hardiman (ed.), ‘Ancient Irish deeds’, 43, 45.

74 On this lineage see Pender (ed.), O Clery, §2006 (Genelach Meic Con Mara).
75 See the patent granted to ‘Sioda the son of Mac-con the son of Sioda son of Mac-

con the son of Teige son of [Lochlainn] Mac Con Macnamara, the elected chief and 
captain of the Clancuilein’, by Henry VIII in 1543 at Greenwich: N.C. Macnamara, 
The story of an Irish sept: their character and struggle to maintain their lands in 
Clare, (1896, London; reprint: Martin Breen, Ruan, 1999), 152-3.
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[Lochlainn] Mac Con Macnamara, the elected chief and captain of the Clancuilein’, by Henry VIII in 1543 at 
Greenwich: N.C. Macnamara, The story of an Irish sept: their character and struggle to maintain their lands in Clare, 
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 Seán (†1602)        Seán (†1570) 

                              
                   Sir John (of Mountallon) 

 
Meic Conmara of Clann Chuiléin 

The Meic Conmara of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries emerged as a powerful and 
prolific lineage on the back of their expansion into east Co. Clare. This expansion owed much 
to the consolidation of their control over subject territories. Evidence of their political 
ascendency is explained by the range of surviving land, and administrative and genealogical 
material. The Meic Conmara rental, Suim Tigernais Meic Na Mara, of the mid-fourteenth 
century76, annalistic sources77, English chancery documents78 and the castle builder’s list79 
stand as testimony to the array of political arrangements and the material expression of power 
and influence which the Meic Conmara attained during this period.  

The genealogical identity of the Meic Conmara may be traced to an earlier period in 
history, to their origin as a lineage of the Dál gCais kin-group, the Uí Chaisín.80 This group 
settled on the lands between the Fergus and the Shannon.81 As a kindred sept or lineage of the 
Dál gCais they claimed a distant genealogical link with the leading Dál gCais dynasty, the 
Uí Bhriain. This historical link also connected them to the remote ancestor-king of Munster, 
Eoghan Mór, founder of the Eoghanachta, who is alluded to in the text of the poem.  

 The Meic Conmara took the name of an eleventh-century ancestor, Cú Mara (‘sea 
hound’), but they also used the eponym of their tenth-century ancestor Aodh, adopting the 
generic appellation Síol Aodha (‘progeny of Aodh’). Only some of their cadet branches 
survived obscurity and established themselves as distinct lineages. It may not be a coincidence 
that those early Meic Conmara cadet branches that survived into modern times acquired a 
professional role: the Meic Fhlannchadha brehons claimed descent from Niall, son of the Meic 
Conmara ancestor Aodh Adhair and the Meic an Oirchinnigh, who the genealogies claim 
descended from Donnchadh Mac Conmara, the twelfth century oirchinneach Chille Dá 
Luadh.82  

By the early fourteenth century, the Meic Conmara were identified by annalistic 
chroniclers as the Clann Chuiléin83, an appellation derived from an illustrious ancestor of the 
eighth century. The older and rather archaic term Síol Aodha was still used, though with less 

                                                                                                                                                            
(1896, London; reprint: Martin Breen, Ruan, 1999), 152–3. 
76 Hardiman (ed.), ‘Ancient Irish deeds’, 45–9. 
77 In particular see Annals of the Four Masters Annals of Inisfallen, and Annals of Connacht. 
78 See references to Meic Conmara in chancery documents at NLI, [Harris] MS 3, f. 209; British Library, Egerton MS 
78, 22; NLI, [Harris] MS 3, f. 136–136v. 
79 RIA, MS 24 D 10, pp 70–2. 
80 On a genealogy of the Dál gCais see ‘Genealogy of Gaelic families associated with the ancient territory of Thomond’ 
in John O’Donovan, Eugene O’Curry, Ordnance Survey of Ireland. Letters containing information relative to the 
antiquities of the county of Clare: collected during the progress of the Ordnance Survey in 1839, with letters and 
extracts relative to ancient territories in Thomond, 1841 (Clare, vol. 3) [RIA, MS 14 C 1/5].  
81 Frost, The history and topography of the county of Clare, 35–6. 
82 On the Meic an Oirchinnigh see RIA, MS 24 M 40, 96i. On an account of their origins see Luke McInerney, ‘Land 
and lineage: the McEnerhinys of Ballysallagh in the sixteenth century’, North Munster Antiquarian Journal 49 (2009), 
7–32. On the origin of the Meic Fhlannchadha see RIA, MS 23 H 25, p. 87 and Ó Donnchadha, An Leabhar 
Muimhneach, 245–6. See also Luke McInerney, ‘A Mac Fhlannchadha fosterage document, c.1580: notes on the Síol 
Fhlannchadha of Tradraighe’, The Irish Genealogist 13:2 (2011), 93–127. 
83 The majority of annalistic references to the Clann Chuiléin, synonymous with the Meic Conmara, occur in the 
fourteenth century: Annals of Inisfallen, sub annis 1311, 1312, 1314, 1316 1317; AFM, sub annis 1320, 1328, 1362, 
1369; Annála Connacht, sub annis 1320, 1362, 1366, 1377. However, the use of the appellation was not exclusive to the 
fourteenth century and there are some earlier mentions of Clann Chuiléin dating from 1223. See AFM, s.a. 1223. 
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Genealogy of the Meic Conmara Fionn and cadet branches72 

 
               Aodh Adhair    
 
      Meanmon (†1015)       Niall a quo Mac Fhlannchadha 
 
                 Domhnall                    
 
       Cúmhara a quo Mac Conmara                       
     
                  Domhnall    
 
       Cúmhara Beag (†1151)        Donnchadh .i. an oirchinneach, a quo Clann an Oirchinnigh        
 
                    Néill 
 
  Cúmheadha Mór (†1306) 
 

Lochlainn (†1312) 
 

                Maccon mór        Cúmheadha 
 

                  Cúmheadha (Built Daingean Uí Bhigín) 
  Maccon 

  
               Maccon73  Tadhg       Lochlainn  Cúmheadha Donnchadh          Lochlainn  
                              (fl.1367)                                   (†1379)      

 
Síoda (founded Quin Friary, 1402; †1406)          Lochlainn Lochlainn Óg  

 
                     Maccon (†1428)             Tadhg                Seán 

     
Seán Fionn (a quo Mac Conmara Fionn, †1467) Maccon     Lochlainn74 

               (Built  Baile Fhearghaile) 
Cúmhara, (†1486, built Drumline castle)  Síoda                    

   
           Cúmheadha (built Cappagh castle)    Maccon   

 
 Tadhg (†1571)          Síoda75              

                                                
72 The pedigree has been simplified and cadet branches omitted. See RIA, MS 23 N 12, pp 186–7 and NLI, MS G. O. 
155, O’Ferrall’s Linea Antiqua [viz. ‘The Branches Sprung from this family of Macnamara’]. On the builders of castles 
see RIA, MS 24 D 10, pp 70–3. I thank Dr Andrew Tierney for his advice on the latter manuscript. 
73 This Maccon (‘Mac Con mac Conmheda mac Meic Con meic Lochlainn mac Conmhedha moir’) was tighearna of the 
Meic Conmara at the time of the levying Suim Tigernais Meic Na Mara (‘Sum of the Lordship of MacNamara’). See 
Martin Breen (ed.), Pedigrees of the MacNamara family by R.W. Twigge (reprint: 2006) and Hardiman (ed.), ‘Ancient 
Irish deeds’, 43, 45. 
74 On this lineage see Pender (ed.), O Clery, §2006 (Genelach Meic Con Mara). 
75 See the patent granted to ‘Sioda the son of Mac-con the son of Sioda son of Mac-con the son of Teige son of 
[Lochlainn] Mac Con Macnamara, the elected chief and captain of the Clancuilein’, by Henry VIII in 1543 at 
Greenwich: N.C. Macnamara, The story of an Irish sept: their character and struggle to maintain their lands in Clare, 
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Meic Conmara of Clann Chuiléin
The Meic Conmara of the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries 

emerged as a powerful and prolific lineage on the back of their 
expansion into east Co. Clare. This expansion owed much to the 
consolidation of their control over subject territories. Evidence of 
their political ascendency is explained by the range of surviving land, 
and administrative and genealogical material. The Meic Conmara 
rental, Suim Tigernais Meic Na Mara, of the mid-fourteenth 
century76, annalistic sources77, English chancery documents78 and 
the castle builder’s list79 stand as testimony to the array of political 
arrangements and the material expression of power and influence 
which the Meic Conmara attained during this period. 

The genealogical identity of the Meic Conmara may be traced to 
an earlier period in history, to their origin as a lineage of the Dál 
gCais kin-group, the Uí Chaisín.80 This group settled on the lands 
between the Fergus and the Shannon.81 As a kindred sept or lineage 
of the Dál gCais they claimed a distant genealogical link with the 
leading Dál gCais dynasty, the Uí Bhriain. This historical link also 
connected them to the remote ancestor-king of Munster, Eoghan 
Mór, founder of the Eoghanachta, who is alluded to in the text of 
the poem. 

The Meic Conmara took the name of an eleventh-century ancestor, 
Cú Mara (‘sea hound’), but they also used the eponym of their tenth-
century ancestor Aodh, adopting the generic appellation Síol Aodha 
(‘progeny of Aodh’). Only some of their cadet branches survived 
obscurity and established themselves as distinct lineages. It may not 
be a coincidence that those early Meic Conmara cadet branches that 
survived into modern times acquired a professional role: the Meic 
Fhlannchadha brehons claimed descent from Niall, son of the Meic 
Conmara ancestor Aodh Adhair and the Meic an Oirchinnigh, who 
the genealogies claim descended from Donnchadh Mac Conmara, 

76 Hardiman (ed.), ‘Ancient Irish deeds’, 45-9.
77 In particular see Annals of the Four Masters Annals of Inisfallen, and Annals of 

Connacht.
78 See references to Meic Conmara in chancery documents at NLI, [Harris] MS 3, f. 

209; British Library, Egerton MS 78, 22; NLI, [Harris] MS 3, f. 136-136v.
79 RIA, MS 24 D 10, pp 70-2.
80 On a genealogy of the Dál gCais see ‘Genealogy of Gaelic families associated 

with the ancient territory of Thomond’ in John O’Donovan, Eugene O’Curry, 
Ordnance Survey of Ireland. Letters containing information relative to the antiquities 
of the county of Clare: collected during the progress of the Ordnance Survey in 1839, 
with letters and extracts relative to ancient territories in Thomond, 1841 (Clare, vol. 
3), 45-53 [RIA, MS 14 C 1/5]. 

81 Frost, The history and topography of the county of Clare, 35-6.
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the twelfth century oirchinneach Chille Dá Luadh.82 
By the early fourteenth century, the Meic Conmara were identified 

by annalistic chroniclers as the Clann Chuiléin83, an appellation 
derived from an illustrious ancestor of the eighth century. The older 
and rather archaic term Síol Aodha was still used, though with less 
frequency, into the sixteenth century under anglicised equivalents.84 
The term ‘Clann Chuiléin’ became synonymous with their wider 
kinship with subordinate lineages and cadet branches who occupied 
lands under Meic Conmara suzerainty. After the defeat of the de 
Clare Anglo-Norman colony at Bunratty in 1318, Clann Chuiléin 
became the name of the Meic Conmara lordship in central and east 
Co. Clare.

By the mid-fourteenth century, the Meic Conmara capitalised on 
the power vacuum left after the defeat of the Anglo-Norman colony 
of Bunratty and Tradraighe.85 Cadet branches of the lineage settled 
on the former lands of the Uí Bhloid lineages in east Co. Clare. Their 
status as an autonomous dynastic power was recognised wider afield 
when Anglo-Norman chroniclers wrote of Mac Conmara and not 
Ó Briain as the ‘king of Thomond’.86 Their independence from the 
Uí Bhriain may be illustrated by their alliances with Anglo-Norman 
lords. In 1332 the Meic Conmara and Maurice fitz Thomas, first earl 
of Desmond, captured Bunratty castle with the aid of Ó Briain and 
destroyed it in an action that shocked contemporaries who regarded 

82 On the Meic an Oirchinnigh see RIA, MS 24 M 40, 96i. On an account of their 
origins see Luke McInerney, ‘Land and lineage: the McEnerhinys of Ballysallagh in 
the sixteenth century’, North Munster Antiquarian Journal 49 (2009), 7-32. On the 
origin of the Meic Fhlannchadha see RIA, MS 23 H 25, p. 87 and Ó Donnchadha, 
An Leabhar Muimhneach, 245-6. See also Luke McInerney, ‘A Mac Fhlannchadha 
fosterage document, c.1580: notes on the Síol Fhlannchadha of Tradraighe’, The 
Irish Genealogist 13:2 (2011), 93-127.

83 The majority of annalistic references to the Clann Chuiléin, synonymous with 
the Meic Conmara, occur in the fourteenth century: Annals of Inisfallen, sub annis 
1311, 1312, 1314, 1316 1317; AFM, sub annis 1320, 1328, 1362, 1369; Annála 
Connacht, sub annis 1320, 1362, 1366, 1377. However, the use of the appellation 
was not exclusive to the fourteenth century and there are some earlier mentions of 
Clann Chuiléin dating from 1223. See AFM, s.a. 1223.

84 A contemporary list entitled ‘draft report of certain commissioners showing the 
Lords and Chieftains of Munster and Connaught’ and thought to date from c. 1586, 
records the Meic Conmara lordship as ‘McNamaras country called Shyle Ea’. This is 
clearly the anglicisation of Síol Aodha. See The National Archives, SP63/127 f.194.

85 On the Anglo-Norman colony of Tradraighe see David Nally, ‘Maintaining the 
Marches: seigneur, sept and settlement in Anglo-Norman Thomond’, in Matthew 
Lynch, Patrick Nugent (eds), Clare: history and society. Interdisciplinary essays on 
the history of an Irish County (2008), 27-59.

86 Aoife Nic Ghiollamhaith, ‘Kings and vassals in later medieval Ireland: the Uí 
Bhriain and the MicConmara in the fourteenth century’, in Terry Barry, Robin Frame, 
Katharine Simms (eds), Colony and frontier in medieval Ireland (London, 1995), 
201-16, at 212.
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Bunratty as inexpugnabile.87 
By the 1340s the Meic Conmara had forged political connections 

beyond Thomond. For example, as a sign of their political 
independence they concluded a marriage alliance with the Meic 
Cárthaigh of Desmond and had used their backing when installing 
Brian Bán Ó Briain to the kingship of Thomond in 1343.88  
Confirmation that it was the tighearna of the Meic Conmara who was 
the chief figure at that time rather than Ó Briain, king of Thomond, 
is borne out by the 1345 returns of the royal paymaster. The royal 
paymaster assessed the military strength of the Meic Conmara in 
October 1345 at 77 hobelars and 164 foot, compared to the Uí Bhriain 
who could muster 50 hobelars and 80 foot.89 The Meic Conmara 
maintained their military position for the remainder of the century. 
When they quarrelled with the Uí Bhriain in 1374 for laying waste 
to their lands it was recorded that ‘Comar Mac Conmarre, captain of 
his nation … raised 400 defensible men to fight O’Breen … whom at 
his own charge he had kept from Christmas last’.90

It was not until 1353, two decades after the capture and levelling 
of Bunratty that an Anglo-Norman force returned to rebuild it under 
Thomas de Rokeby.91 Nonetheless, the Meic Conmara, in alliance 
with Brian Catha an Aonaigh Uí Bhriain (who married Sláine 
daughter of Loughlin Láidir Mac Conmara),92 burnt Limerick in 
1369 and received its submission.93 The status of the Meic Conmara 
during this period, which was contemporaneous with Eoghan Mac 
Craith’s poem Coin airdfhiadhaigh, was inextricably linked to 
their subjection of east Co. Clare and the settlement of important 
cadet branches. We find in the mid-fourteenth century rental, Suim 
Tigernais Meic Na Mara,94 that the Meic Conmara had developed a 
quasi-feudal lordship that utilised rudimentary forms of bureaucratic 
administration.95 It may be speculated that this formed the beginnings 

87 Annals of Friar John Clyn, s.a. 1332. On the history of Bunratty castle see George 
U. Macnamara, ‘Bunratty, Co. Clare’, Journal of the North Munster Archaeological 
Society 3:4 (1915), 220-86; Martin Breen, The history of Bunratty castle (Kerry, 2012).

88 Nic Ghiollamhaith, ‘Kings and vassals’, 211-12.
89 These figures do not show the total strength of either lineage in a general ‘rising 

out’ but rather indicate the balance between the families, and to this end refers to 
household men-at-arms. Nic Ghiollamhaith, ‘Kings and vassals’, 212.

90 Hardiman (ed.), ‘Ancient Irish deeds’, 20. 
91 Macnamara, ‘Bunratty’, 259.
92 John O’Donoghue, Historical memoir of the O’Brien’s (1860; reprint: Martin 

Breen, Ruan, 2002), 138. 
93 AFM, s.a. 1369 and Gleeson, Diocese of Killaloe, 336.
94 Hardiman (ed.), ‘Ancient Irish deeds’, 43-9.
95 For example, the Uí Ródáin lineage served as stewards over the Meic Conmara 

lands in east Co. Clare from the mid-fourteenth century, an office which they held 
hereditarily: Hardiman, op. cit., 45-6. 
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of the development of a tribute-raising economic system which 
laid the foundations for extracting economic surplus to build tower 
houses over the course of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. 

The political economy of the Clann Chuiléin lordship resembled 
a hybrid form of feudal arrangements that emerged in other late 
medieval Gaelic lordships.96 The use of fixed monetary payments 
assessed on the productivity of land quarters – the basic property unit 
in Gaelic Ireland – points to a level of complexity in assessing the 
tribute levy on vassal septs.97 The later settlement and proliferation 
of cadet Meic Conmara branches in east Co. Clare and the erection 
of tower houses in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries aided the 
development of a stratified social and economic system. In this system, 
landholding was concentrated in the hands of powerful expanding 
lineages. Succession disputes within the agnatic Meic Conmara 
appear to have been largely limited by de facto primogeniture in 
the late medieval period.98 However, the formation of lordships in 
Gaelic areas did not make redundant the principle of kinship where 
genealogical propinquity to the ruling lineage determined status and 
landholding.

Much of the cohesion of the Meic Conmara lordship of Clann 
Chuiléin can be attributed to the rapid expansion of tower house 
construction in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries by various 
chief men of Meic Conmara branches, as attested by a Royal Irish 
Academy manuscript list of castle builders.99 From the genealogical 
material accompanying this list it is possible to see that Daingean 
Uí Bhigín was the earliest tower house built by the Meic Conmara, 
its foundation credited to Cúmheadha and his son Donnchadh, 
allowing us to date it to around the 1380s, on account of the death of 
Donnchadh’s half-brother, Seán an Ghabháltais, in 1373.100

96 Luke McInerney, ‘The west Clann Chuiléin lordship in 1586: evidence from a 
forgotten inquisition’, North Munster Antiquarian Journal 48 (2008), 33-62, at 34-
38, 44. 

97 See the fourteenth- and fifteenth-century rentals Suim Tigernais Meic Na 
Mara (‘Sum of the Lordship of MacNamara’) and Suim Cíosa Ua Briain (‘rental 
of O’Brien’) which assess and assign monetary values to land quarters. The 1585 
(recte 1586) inquisition into the lands of John McNamara Fionn of ‘Dangan-i-viggin’ 
shows that rents were levied on assessed quarters depending on productivity. Some 
of the quarters around Kilnasoolagh and Kilmaleery clearly indicate that the growing 
of oats was prevalent and rents calculated in ‘sertaine pecks of otts’. McInerney, 
‘West Clann Chuiléin’, 59-60.

98 Andrew Tierney, ‘Tower houses and power: social and familial hierarchies in 
east County Clare c.1350–c.1600’, North Munster Antiquarian Journal 53 (2013), 
207-25 at 215.

99 RIA Ms 24 D 10, pp 70-2.
100 AFM,  sub anno 1373. 
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Daingean Uí Bhigín stands as testimony to the political aspiration 
of the ruling house of the Meic Conmara. The castellated structure 
represents an architecturally distinct form to that of the ‘typical’ 
tower house of the fifteenth century.101 Its massive parallel vaults 
on the ground floor suggest that it was a transition-type building, 
partly modelled off Anglo-Norman ‘hall-houses’ of the thirteenth 
century, while its six-meter high bawn and a singular bastion-tower 
suggests symbolic borrowing of defensive features found at the de 
Clare castle at Quin.102 Moreover, the large stone banqueting hall 
situated within the defensive perimeter emphasises the site’s status 
as a caput residence and stronghold of the ruling Meic Conmara 
Fionn lineage.103 

Daingean Uí Bhigín was the principal seat of the Meic Conmara 
and its mensal lands provided Mac Conmara with food-rents. It 
also served as a place of feasting and status-display into the late 
sixteenth century.104 We are furnished with information from an 
inquisition of 1586 that the ‘kearntyes (ceithirn tighe ‘house-kern’) 
and ‘huntesmen’ were settled on the Meic Conmara mensal lands. 
Other lands in the vicinity of Daingean Uí Bhigín were required to 
provide ‘McNemarres horses and boyes with sufficient horsmeate 
and boysmeate every Christmas and Ester when he kepte any of the 
said feasts at his howse or toune of the Dengen’.105

 The highly castellated nature of the Meic Conmara lordship in east 
Co. Clare led the early seventeenth-century soldier-traveller, Thomas 
Gainsford, to comment that in Thomond prevailed ‘better order both 
for number and good building in their castles, than in other parts 
of Ireland’.106 The structured hierarchy of cascading proprietorship 
rights along with possession of tower houses, cultivation of mensal 
lands, and command over vassal-septs and ‘churls’ characterised the 

101 For a discussion about tower houses and ‘hall houses’ of medieval Ireland see 
David P. Sweetman, ‘The hall-house in Ireland’, Archaeology Ireland 12:3 (1998), 
13-16; Tadhg O’Keeffe, ‘Halls, “hall-houses” and tower-houses: disentangling the 
needlessly entangled’, The Castle Studies Group Journal 27 (2013), 298-307.

102 On the construction of the Anglo-Norman castle at Quin see Brian Hodkinson, 
‘Was Quin castle completed?’, North Munster Antiquarian Journal 44 (2004), 53-8.

103 Risteárd Ua Cróinín, Martin Breen, ‘Daingean Uí Bhigin Castle, Quin, Co. 
Clare’, The Other Clare 10 (1986), 52-3.

104 See McInerney, ‘Clann Chuiléin’, 45. On food as an ideological tool and a 
component of chiefly status display in Gaelic Scotland, but which also has parallels 
to late medieval Gaelic Ireland, see Robert A. Dodgshon, From chiefs to landlords: 
social and economic change in the western Highlands and Islands, c.1480-1820 
(Edinburgh 1998), 8-9, 56-60, 84-7.

105 McInerney, ‘Clann Chuiléin’, 60. 
106 Luke McInerney, ‘A description of Ireland: A.D. 1618’, The Other Clare 36 

(2012), 33-7, at 36. 
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Meic Conmara lordship until the early seventeenth century.107 
As a measure of their confidence and ambition the Meic Conmara 

of the fourteenth century issued seals bearing the inscription ‘S 
MACON DUCIS DE UI CAISSIN’.108 The submission made by 
Síoda Mac Conmara at Quin on 4 March 1395 in the presence of the 
earl of Nottingham on behalf of King Richard II brings into focus 
political hierarchies in Gaelic society. The submission of Gaelic lords 
was driven by pragmatic and tactical considerations rather than actual 
fealty to the crown. Submissions of a similar nature had occurred in 
the past. In 1371 an indenture was signed between William Windsor, 
Lord Lieutenant of Ireland, and ‘John McKenemargho captain of his 
nation’ (i.e. Seán an Ghabháltais), who sued for peace and agreed to 
allow the English to procure timber from the woods of Thomond to 
rebuild Limerick after Mac Conmara had burnt the city.109

On 4 March 1395, to legitimize his initial submission in person to 
King Richard II in Dublin110 Brian Ó Briain, as the king of Thomond, 
submitted at the ancient inauguration site at Magh Adhair near 

107 On the fate of the McCloones as a ‘vassal-sept’ of the Meic Conmara see Luke 
McInerney, ‘Documents from the Thomond papers at Petworth House’, Archivium 
Hibernicum 63 (2011), 7-55, at 24-7. 

108 This translates as ‘son of Maccon the Prince of Uí Chaisín’. According to the 
genealogies Maccon died around 1328. He had four sons Cúmheadha, Lochlann 
(d. 1366), Síoda Cam (d.1369) and Seán an Gabhaltais, thus pointing to a probable 
mid-fourteenth-century date for the silver equestrian seal matrix now housed in the 
National Museum of Ireland. Marie Therese Flanagan, Irish royal charters: texts 
and contexts (Oxford, 2005), 314. On the Meic Conmara pedigree for this period 
see R.W. Twigge, The pedigree of John MacNamara, Esquire, with some family 
reminiscences (reprint: Martin Breen, Ruan 2006), 6.   

109 R. W. Twigge ‘Materials for a history of Clann-Chuilein’, British Library, Add 
MS 39260, 18-21. The indenture is preserved in a copy made in the sixteenth century, 
see Lambeth Palace, Carew MS 603, fol. 136. On the sacking of Limerick and its 
capture by Síoda Cam Mac Conmara who was later killed, see AFM, s.a. 1369. On 
the burning of Limerick by ‘McKonmar, chieftain of his lineage’ and arrears owed 
to the Friar Preachers of Limerick for the purchase of 1,050 ash trees to rebuild 
Limerick see Close Roll 8, Richard III, 25 January, 1385. 

110 On the submission in Dublin and the translation of the submission from Latin 
see Edmund Curtis, Richard II in Ireland, 1394-5, and the submission of the 
Irish chiefs (Oxford, 1927), 163-4. There is some confusion regarding the correct 
identification of the liege subjects for whom Brian Ó Briain had power to do liege 
homage. In translating the Latin instrument Curtis notes the liege subjects ‘Laurence 
MacNamara, Taig MacMahon, Maurice son of MacMahon, Cornelius O’Connor, 
Iriel O’Lochlin, Cornelius O’Dea, Odo O’Hehir, and Donal O’Hehir’. This differs 
from the source that Rev. Myles V. Ronan produces in his account of the submission 
at Magh Adhair, several days after the submission in Dublin, and where he uses 
a manuscript contained in the collection of Chevalier O’Gorman of 1775, which 
uses a different medieval document. Likely there was a divergence between the liege 
subjects that Ó Briain had ‘the power to do liege homage’ for at Dublin, and those 
who actually presented themselves before the earl of Nottingham at Quin on 4 March 
1395.   
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Quin in the presence of his vassals and the earl of Nottingham.111 
Among those vassals who paid homage were Síoda Mac Conmara 
and his son Maccon, the former of whom founded Quin Friary in 
1402.112 The submission document is a reminder of the hierarchical 
nature of medieval Gaelic society. It also demonstrates that for 
Ó Briain to exercise real power he required the support of his leading 
vassals such as Síoda Mac Conmara who was described as nationis 
suae de Clancullane capitaneus (‘captain of his nation the Clann 
Chuiléin’).113 The gathering at Magh Adhair near Quin (Maghadhir 
nuncupato juxta villam Quinhii ex parte Tothmond)114 legitimized the 
earlier submission of Brian Ó Briain in Dublin and bound his vassal 
clients to his authority as a feudal subject of King Richard II. 

The role of the Meic Conmara during the fourteenth century 
oscillated from that of being king-makers to the Uí Bhriain115 to that 
of being their marshals in the later medieval period. Their status was 
elevated, as they participated in the inauguration of the Ó Briain 
at Magh Adhair.116 The political standing of the Meic Conmara, 
whose actions during the fourteenth century propelled them into 
the first rank of dynastic politics was the context in which Coin 
airdfhiadhaigh was composed. The Meic Conmara were not unique 
during this period in commissioning bardic poetry. There are other 
comparable genealogical and historical texts compiled by the learned 
class for the consumption of other dynastic elites.117 The significance 
of Coin airdfhiadhaigh lies in the fact that it represents the earliest 
surviving bardic text dedicated to the Meic Conmara. This may owe 
something to the fact that towards the end of the fourteenth century 
Gaelic lordships experienced a revival of the genealogical and 
praise-poetry tradition.118 This new-found confidence in reworking 
historical literary themes is manifested in increased patronage of the 
learned class. Viewed from this lens, it is a matter of little surprise 
that the Meic Conmara commissioned such a poem from the premier 
literary family of Thomond. 

111 See Rev. Myles V. Ronan, ‘Some medieval documents’, Journal of the Royal 
Society of Antiquaries of Ireland 67 (1937), 229-41, at 230-2. 

112 AFM, s.a. 1402.
113 Ronan, ‘Documents’, 232. 
114 Ibid., 231.  
115 O’Grady, Caithréim Thoirdhealbhhaigh, i, 5, 9, 31, 48, 50, 56; ii 6, 10, 32, 47, 

48, 69. 
116 David Comyn, Patrick S. Dinneen (eds), Foras Feasa ar Éirinn  (4 vols, London, 

1902-14), iii, 12-14.
117 Other comparable texts composed for the benefit of aristocratic families include 

the The Book of the O’Conor Don (seventeenth century) and the Book of Uí Mhaine 
(late fourteenth century)

118 Nic Ghiollamhaith, ‘Kings and vassals’, 206.
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Textual notes and commentary
Coin airdfhiadhaigh is attributed to Eoghan Mac Craith in all 

three manuscripts in which it is preserved. As already remarked, one 
text is found at RIA, MS 257 which was copied by the renowned 
scribe Mícheál Óg Ó Longáin during the early nineteenth century.119 
This manuscript is of interest as it contains a miscellany of poems 
and narratives, several of which contain a specific Meic Conmara 
interest. It is likely, in view of similarities between the three surviving 
texts of our poem, that the copyists used a single exemplar. Nothing 
is known about this exemplar, but several inferences may be made. 

The inclusion of several poems dedicated to the Meic Conmara in 
the manuscript copied by Ó Longáin may suggest that the source was 
not older than the seventeenth century.120 Perhaps the original source 
was a duanaire or poem-book of the Meic Conmara. The production 
of duanairí was not unknown in Co. Clare. A notable example is the 
Uí Bhriain duanaire, compiled (primarily) by Aodh Buí Mac Cruitín 
in 1712 for Sir Donough O’Brien of Leamaneh.121 Such compilations 
are generally of late date and are often heavily ‘edited’, thereby 
containing only selected poems and texts that referred directly to the 
recipient family. 

Other manuscript collections exist, mostly genealogical in 
character, which point to specialist productions undertaken 
for the Meic Conmara. For example, Leabhar Iris Chlann 
Uí Mhaolchonaire, or what is also known as the ‘Book of genealogy 
of the Mulconnerys’,122 was likely one such production, being 
written by the Uí Mhaolchonaire chronicler-poets at Ardkyle in 
1611 and copied by poet Dáibhí Ó Bruadair later in the century.123 
Owing to the copying of material from Leabhar Iris Chlann Uí 
Mhaoilchonaire by later scribes we know that this manuscript 
contained genealogical tracts of the Meic Conmara whose origins 
date from the late fourteenth century.124 There is no reason to doubt 
that either the Uí Mhaolchonaire or another learned lineage of Co. 
Clare provenance, such as the Meic Craith, produced a duanaire 

119 RIA Catalogue, 687.
120 See for example Tugadh an t-ár so air Éirinn, dated between 1620 and 1640: 

ibid., 709.
121 Maynooth, MS M 107.
122 Charles Vallancey, Collectanea de Rebus Hibernicis, iv, 600.
123 Nicholls, ‘The Irish genealogies’, 258. R.W Twigge quotes the colophon of RIA, 

MS 23 L 37 as stating, ‘This genealogy was copied by Daibhi O’Bruadar in the year 
1671, the 8th March, from the Historical Book of Clann Uí Mhaolchonaire which 
they compiled 60 years before that period i.e. in the year 1611 and was rewritten 
in Cork by John Stack [Seaghan Stac], in the year of Salvation 1708’. See Twigge, 
‘Materials’, Add MS 39264, 16.

124 Nicholls, ‘The Irish genealogies’, 258.
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dedicated to the Meic Conmara and whose exemplar contained Coin 
airdfhiadhaigh.

The poem was composed in the syllabic metre known as deibhidhe, 
indicating that the poet had mastery of the strict forms and complex 
metre that was expected of an ollamh trained in the classical filidheacht 
tradition. Sources suggest accomplished poems were composed in 
darkness and learned by memory before being committed to writing.125 
Often they were delivered with musical accompaniment by a harper 
(cruitire). The retinue of the bardic poet (himself an ollamh) often 
included a designated reciter such as the reacaire, as well as lesser 
poets referred to in Elizabethan times as ‘bards’.126 

Coin airdfhiadhaigh alludes to several recurring themes such 
as plunder, nobility of genealogy and protection. These themes 
formed part of what has been described as the ‘panegyric code’.127 
The panegyric code of bardic poetry espoused traditional values 
such as the celebration of a patron’s martial deeds and his nobility 
of genealogy and character.128 Many of the themes found in bardic 
poetry such as the extolling of physical characteristics derived from 
early literary models. These models established the ritualistic theme 
of praise129 and drew from a common stock of ideas that could be 
employed to personify individual patrons.130 Other themes that may 
be registered in the poem include the noble virtue of providing 
protection over the people of a lordship and the imagery-related 
motifs of unblemished beauty and irresistibility to women. 

In Coin airdfhiadhaigh the poet refers at several points to the 
Meic Conmara as being akin to a pack of hunting hounds. This is 
best illustrated by the opening quatrain:

125 Little is known about the technique of poetical composition. According to a 1722 
account by Thomas O’Sullivan from Tipperary, learned families tutored students 
in remote places where, in a bardic school, students worked in cubicles furnished 
with beds. Students would recline on the beds in darkness and perfect poetical 
compositions before committing them to manuscript form. Typically, the training 
lasted for six to seven years, though classes ran from November to March: Robin 
Flower, The Irish tradition (reprint: Dublin, 2001), 95-6.

126 Nicholls, Gaelic and gaelicised Ireland, 94, and see Gerard Murphy, Glimpses 
of Gaelic Ireland (Dublin, 1948), 44. Also see the English proclamation against the 
bards and ‘idle men of lewde demeanor called Rhymors’ in 1563. O’Donovan (ed.), 
Tribes, 18, 23.

127 M. Pia Coira, By poetic authority: the rhetoric of panegyric in Gaelic poetry of 
Scotland to c.1700 (Dunedin, 2012), 67.

128 Michael Newton, Warriors of the word: the world of the Scottish highlanders 
(Edinburgh, 2009), 114-8.

129 Damian McManus, ‘Good-looking and irresistible: the hero from early Irish saga 
to classical poetry’, Ériu 59 (2009), 57-109, at 57.

130 James Carney, ‘Literature in Irish’, in Art Cosgrove (ed.) A new history of Ireland 
II: medieval Ireland 1169-1534 (Oxford, 1987), 688-707, at 694-5.
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Coin airdfhiadh[aigh] Clann Choiléin 
taoisig na n-arm n-iomdhaghéir 
coin chrodha ar chonfoidh gclechta
o(i)nchon mhóra mhíleata.

Clann Choileáin are eminent hunting hounds,
lords of many sharp weapons,
courageous hounds accustomed to fury,
large, military warrior-hounds (ll. 1–4)

In drawing an analogy between the Meic Conmara and hunting 
hounds (coin airdfhiaidhigh), the poet highlights the element 
coin (‘hounds’) which is found in the family name. The idiomatic 
language used throughout the poem helps bring out the link 
between the Meic Conmara ‘hounds’ and their military prowess. 
The poem alludes to their pseudo-mythical qualities as ‘gryphons’ 
(gríobha) and lion-like hounds (coin leoghanta). Their lion-like 
quality is developed in the poem by using analogy:

Coin leoghanta ar nar luigh fioch
coin chúartoighthe na ccoiccrioch
    
Lion-like hounds upon which anger did not lie,
hounds that search the frontiers (ll. 9–10)

References to the youthful and warlike nature of the Meic Conmara 
are also present. We may divine from the following an allusion to 
their sexual prowess as ‘man-hounds’ (ferchoin):

onchoin is ait le hógmhnaibh

hounds that are pleasing to young women  (ll. 16)

In addition to the description of the Meic Conmara hunting 
hounds, the poem devotes attention to plunder and war spoils. These 
aspects of the poem reflect conventional motifs regularly employed 
in bardic poetry. The poem praises Lochlainn and the Clann Chuiléin, 
and their plundering ‘from west and east’ over a field of action that 
extended from Connacht to Cork: 

Ag denamh creach iom Chorcoigh   
’s ar gach cúil do Chonnachtoibh   
mar phort naomh secheanaidh sin   
gaol Í leathEoghain Luimnigh. 
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Preying around Cork,
and in every corner of Connacht,
he avoids that like a sacred place,
half-kinsman of the descendant of Eoghan of Limerick  (ll. 69–72)

It may be the case that this hyperbole was merely aspirational in that 
Lochlainn Mac Conmara could undertake such a heroic plundering 
beyond his territory. The link between plundering operations, designed 
to extract a profit or tribute from political rivals and neighbouring 
lordships, has been noted by Bernadette Cunningham.131 It also 
formed an important motif in bardic poetry and what we may term the 
Weltanschauung of the poet and the learned class in general.132 This 
reflected attributes expected of the aristocratic class such as valour, 
military action and, above all, authority.133 

The purpose of the plundering party or cattle raid was to confer 
legitimacy upon a new candidate who had assumed the head of the 
lordship. It was regarded essentially as a ritualistic act, with much of 
the profit used to reward poets and the learned class. References to 
Lochlainn’s ‘first hunt’ (ceadfhiadhach, l. 54) and to him as having 
been ‘chosen’ perhaps indicate the true intent of the poem, to serve as 
either an inauguration poem for Lochlainn or as a praise-poem upon 
his first command of the creach, or cattle raid. 

The poem’s raison d’être was to eulogise a branch of the Meic 
Conmara associated with Lochlainn. The poem describes him as 
the leader of the pack of Cormac Cas (taoiseach cuaine Chormaic 
Chais, l. 41), an expression which deliberately linked him to the 
eponymous ancestor of his wider kin-group. The poet’s chief 
purpose was to praise his patron and his poem employs this tact on an 
almost grandiose scale. It claims that the area of Lochlainn’s military 
operations stretched from Ulster in the north (Fánod, l. 59) to Cork 
(Chorcoigh, l. 69) in the south, and his deeds included battles against 
the foreigners (Ghallaibh, l. 62). Other operations encompassed the 
Aughty mountains (Eachtgha, l. 66)134 and the Shannon river (Sionna, 

131 Bernadette Cuningham, Raymond Gillespie, Stories from Gaelic Ireland: 
microhistories from the sixteenth-century Irish annals (Dublin, 2003), 34-7.

132 On the cultural world of the learned class (aos ealadhna) and the role of 
scholarly miscellanies of tales, verse and aphorisms as a framework underpinning 
the professional pursuit of native learning see Bernadette Cunningham, ‘A scholar’s 
notebook: NLI MS G1 and the cultural world of a sixteenth-century Irish chronicler’, 
in David Edwards (ed.), Regions and rulers in Ireland 1100-1650: essays for Kenneth 
Nicholls (Dublin, 2004), 160-73.  

133 On ritualistic motif in bardic poetry see Michelle O Riordan, The Gaelic mind 
and the collapse of the Gaelic world (Cork, 1990), 3. 

134 The Aughty Mountains, or Sliabh Eachtgha, consisted of part of the Meic 
Conmara territory of Uí Chaisín. The Meic Conmara were confirmed in their 
possession of these lands in a lease made by James Butler, earl of Ormond, to 
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l. 141). The poem’s references to foreigners are obscure and perhaps 
figurative only; they appear to be represented as either Danes / Norse 
(Danoir) or Anglo-Normans (Ghallaibh). It may be that the poet is 
attempting to convey the historical conflict between the Gaelic Irish 
and foreigners through the use of honorific language. The reworking 
of old themes such as that of the Gaedheal and Gall was common in 
bardic poetry, having its origin in the early twelfth-century saga-text 
of north Munster provenance, Cogadh Gaedhel re Gallaibh.135

An important aspect of the poem is its reference to the genealogy 
of Lochlainn. The poem links Lochlainn to his great-grandfather (sen 
senathoir) Cúmheadha and his grandfather (senathair) Mac Con:

Cú Mhedha fa mer tachoir
baisdedh a shen senathoir
a shenathair Mac cao(i)mh Con
slat shaor medhachoidh Mumhon.

Cú Mheadha, who was quick to fight,
was how his great grandfather was named, 
his grandfather, fair Mac Con,
noble hero of the central plain of Munster (ll. 45–48)

Elsewhere Lochlainn is described as oighre Lochloinn mheic 
Mheic Con (‘heir of Lochlann son of Mac Con’, l. 129–132), which 
is slightly ambiguous but perhaps suggests that his father was also 
named Lochlainn. The term oighre is an example of the borrowing 
into Irish of the Middle English term ‘heir’.136 The term itself 
originated from the Latin heres and may alternatively have come to 
Irish via this medium. Surprisingly, the poem does not enumerate 
the various dynastic branches of the Meic Conmara but concentrates 
exclusively on Lochlainn’s lineage, however it acknowledges his 
collective kin-group, the Clann Chuiléin. Perhaps for reasons of 
consistency, the poet ensures that Lochlainn’s matrilineal genealogy 
is also enumerated, emphasising his nobility. 

Donnchadh Mac Conmara in 1356, in return for entering into a bond of vassalage 
with the earl: Edmund Curtis (ed.), Ormond deeds: 1350-1413, 2:36 (1934), 23. 

135 James Todd (ed.), Cogadh Gaedhel re Gallaibh; the war of the Gaedhil with 
the Gaill (London, 1867). Also see Máire Ní Mhaonaigh, ‘On Cogadh Gáedhel re 
Gallaibh and Cork’, Journal of the Cork Historical and Archaeological Society 110 
(2005), 73–83. 

136 See Dictionary of the Irish Language, s.v. eigre, oigre etc. The term oighribh is 
used in an Irish deed dated 1594 as an equivalent for the English ‘heirs’. We also find 
other words borrowed into Irish such as foirm and éifecht for the words ‘form’ and 
‘effect’ in a deed dated 1542: Hardiman (ed.), ‘Ancient Irish deeds’, 55, 83.
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Another important motif which may be gleaned from the poem 
is that of protection. Repeated references to the Clann Chuiléin 
protecting their territory from plundering reveal the medieval 
view of what constituted good governance: strength and valiant 
acts personified in a hero-leader. The concept of a good leader is 
demonstrated by the poet through the use of a biblical metaphor, not 
altogether uncommon in bardic poetry. The strength of Nimrod’s 
Tower (i.e. Tower of Babel) is juxtaposed to the Clann Chuiléin and 
is illustrated by poetical imagery:

Neiche na cruindi do chur
sa Tor Nemhruadh, nert iongnudh,
sduaigh chéatfaidhe da la(i)s lí 
ní featfaidhe as éin-ní.

To put everything on earth
in Nimrod’s Tower, marvellous strength,
a bold (?) arch that lit up in brightness,
nothing could be taken out of it (ll. 89–92)

A-tá(id), ní dulta da léim,
an bés cédhna ag cloinn Choiléin,
críoch lígeal da leth sithe
ag díden crech(a) ccoigcríce
 
The same is the manner of Clann Choileáin,     
it cannot be attacked,
a bright coloured country on their peaceful side,
as protection from the plundering of their border (ll. 93–96)
        
Moreover, the Clann Chuiléin are said to receive their protection 

from the valour of Lochlainn (laimhe Lochloinn, l. 108). This analogy 
affirms the central importance of the noble leader who, according to 
the poet’s ritualistic language, descended from the prince (flaith) of 
the ‘Búill of the speckled ducks’ (l. 124). The use of animal imagery 
frequently features as a literary device in bardic poetry to denote 
esteemed virtues.   

In terms of onomastic references, the poem contains several 
obscure placenames. For example, we read that Lochlainn was 
known as the Lord of Moghairne (triath Moghairne, l. 82), a 
possible soubriquet based on a battle or another occurrence.137 Other 

137 I thank Prof. Pádraig Ó Riain for his advice on this point.
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onomastic references include Durlas (l. 42), which may in fact be 
a reference to Rath Dúrlais, or Thurles, in Co. Tipperary. The poet 
also mentions Maigh Mhaoin (l. 131), a placename that appears in 
connection with Lochlainn’s great-grandfather. It probably refers to 
the plain near Loughrea in Galway, otherwise known as Maonmhagh 
and was a place of assembly of the Uí Mhaine dynasty.138 While ‘fair 
Cliú’ (Cliaigh ccóirr, l. 63) refers to the ancient territory in eastern 
Limerick and south Tipperary and was controlled by the Eóghanacht 
dynasty in early medieval times; an ancient dynasty from whom the 
Meic Conmara claimed descent. 

Concluding remarks 
The text of Coin airdfhiadhaigh which follows is published without 

translation in A bardic miscellany (2010).139 It follows McManus and 
Ó Raghallaigh’s diplomatic edition of the text contained in RIA, 
MS 710. It retains their syntax and follows their expansions and 
use of parenthesis. The translation was undertaken by Dr Michelle 
O’Riordan (Mater Dei Institute, Dublin) and has benefited from 
input by Dr Katharine Simms (TCD) and Professor Pádraig Ó 
Riain (UCC). It represents a preliminary, sometimes approximate, 
translation which future scholars may perfect. Historians and students 
of medieval Irish history are indebted to them for their assistance. 

The poem is translated here for the first time in order to focus our 
attention on the role of the Gaelic learned class and on the historical 
material that may be gleaned from the writings of these medieval 
learned practitioners of filidheacht and seanchas. 

138 John O’Donovan (ed.), The topographical poems of John O’Dubhagain and 
Giolla Na Naomh O’Huidhrin (Dublin, 1862), 69. 

139 Damian McManus, Eoghan Ó Raghallaigh (eds), A bardic miscellany (Dublin, 
2010), 129–30.
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Appendix I
Coin airdfhiadhaigh Clann Choiléin140 

Eoghan Mac Craith cecinit, do shiol Aodha

Coin airdfhiadh[aigh] Clann Choiléin  Clann Choileáin are eminent hunting hounds,
taoisig na n-arm n-iomdhaghéir  lords of many sharp weapons,
coin chrodha ar chonfoidh gclechta courageous hounds accustomed to fury,

4  o(i)nchoín mhóra mhileatar. large, military warrior-hounds.

Coin nach teighchionn do throighibh  Hounds that do not give ground,
coin fhiadhoigh gach aonoirir  hounds that hunt every border,
coin mhera as miolla cerda spirited hounds of most graceful skill,

8  gríobha geala gruaidhdherga. bright ruddy-cheeked gryphons.

 Coin leoghanta ar nar luigh fioch Lion-like hounds upon which anger did not lie,
coin chúartoighthe na ccoiccrioch hounds that search the frontiers
a ccalma[..]r derbhthoir an dream their valour puts people to the test,

12 ferchoin fhiadhoigh na hÉrionn. the hunting man-hounds [heroes] of Ireland.

C[oin] mhe[r]a ag leanmhuin da n-íallaibhsa The spirited hounds following their leashes,
coín fhosda gach aoinfhiadhaig the hounds that are the support of every pursuit,
cui[...] nglaic do tholchoimh Táil [hounds] in command of the hills of Tál,

16 onchoin is ait le hógmhnaibh. Hounds that are pleasing to young women.

Coin mherra a n-ionad feidhme Mettlesome hounds in the place of conflict,
coin náireacha neimheirbhe noble unblemished (?) hounds,
ferchoin soin is ní sogha male hounds, not female [bitches],

20 coin ‘na nderbhthoir deaghmodha. hounds of assured good manners.

Na créacha neirt do-niad féin The mighty plunders they make themselves
do bhaist ain(i)m ar chloinn Choiléin are what gave Clann Choileáin their name,
[......] roidh mbailgsrianoigh mbreghdha a fine group with bridled bellies,141

24 coin áirdfhiadhoigh oireghdha. Noble, eminent hunting hounds.

Coin leoghanta an fhiadhoigh áird Lion-like hounds of the excellent hunt,
is e a n-ainm in gach aonáird this is their name in every place,
gan Gallbhaile ó a [bh?]feirg ar for  no settlement of foreigners safe (?) from their wrath,

28 ar sheilg damhraidhe Danor. hunting a herd of Danes.

Goill na Fod(h)la fada ó smacht Long were the foreigners of Ireland out of control,
damhroidh ag dul ar dásacht a herd going wild,
ní ria[gh?]oil cham soin acht sén that was not a deceitful [rule?] but an omen,

32 coin a bhfiadhoigh clann Choiléin. the hounds hunting them were Clann Choileáin.
140 The transcription presented here is from the diplomatic edition printed in McManus, Ó Raghallaigh, 

A bardic miscellany, 129–30. 
141 The term mbailgsrianaigh may also refer to the reins of hounds decorated with a series of bulges 

such as silver studs. Thus an alternative translation would be ‘bellied bridles’. 
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Ní fuighthior diogha don droing  Dregs are not to be found in that group,
cóir cendus do choin dioghoinn it is right that leadership go to the steady hound,
leoghain uaisle is ferr dherbhthoir confirmedly the most noble of lions,

36 drem is uaisle d’Éirenchoibh. the most noble of the Irish.

Lochloinn ar n-éirge a uaille Lochlann, after the raising of his pride,
cú dioghoinn an deaghchuaine is the steady hound of the goodly pack
arna thogha a-ta uile everyone has chosen him,

40  is cú buna(idh) ar mbarruine. he is the founding hound of our top kindred (?)

Taoiseach cuaine Chormaic Chais The leader of the pack of Cormac Cas
mac Lochloinn leoghan Durlais the son of Lochlann, lion of Durlas,
slat nua lé bhferthor (bh)fiodhbhoidh  [from] a new branch by whom trees are borne,

44 ua deghchon on dilionnmhuir. grandson of good hounds from the flooding sea.

Cú Mhedha fa mer tachoir Cú Mheadha, who was quick to fight,
baisdedh a shen senathoir  was how his great grandfather was named, 
a shenathair Mac cao(i)mh Con his grandfather, fair Mac Con,

48 slat shaor medhachoidh Mumhon. noble hero of the central plain of Munster.

Tug an uaisle leath ar leth He brought with him their nobleness, from each side,
leis is tréidhe na ttaoiseach and the traits of leadership, 
an da choin or ccenn Lochloinn  the two hounds from whom Lochlann descended,

52  mo chenn fuil fan uasolchoing. hail that which is under the noble bond.
 
Dialloidh gach maith re a mianach Every good inclines to his desire,
tárroidh clú da cheadfhiadhach he achieved fame from his first hunt,
tar a sheilg ní dlegho[i]r dol it is not fitting to pass over his hunt,

56 leanoidh do cheird na cceadchon. he follows the skill of the first hound.

Do-ní ar laocraidh Leithi Cuinn  His hunt of the warriors of Leath Coinn, 
fiadhach (io)’na bhfaghthor doghroing  brings grief [to them],
do fes buaidh bhranáin Fánod the victory of the raven of Fanad 

60  tuaidh ag gabhail ghiallbhrághod. in the north taking hostage necks is well known.

Sealg nach lugha don leith thes No less a hunt he performs in the south,
do-ní ar Ghallaibh gníomh oirches an appropriate deed on the foreigners,
maith do shechnadar Cliaigh ccóirr well they avoided fair Cliú,

64  a ndíaigh leathchogadh Lochloinn. after Lochlann’s half battle.

Cáirde Lochloinn don leith thuaidh Lochlann’s respite for the north, 
gan dul tar Eachtgha fhionnfhuar not to go past fresh Eachtgha
a dhruim re sreamhoibh Sionda to the booties of Oileall’s land, 

68 go cenoibh fhoind Oiliolla. his back to the streams of the Shannon.
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Ag denamh creach iom Chorcoigh Preying around Cork,
’s ar gach cúil do Chonnachtoibh and in every corner of Connacht,
mar phort naomh secheanaidh sin he avoids that like a sacred place,

72 gaol Í leathEoghain Luimnigh. Half-kinsman of the descendant of Eoghan of Limerick. 

Gach re bhfoghoil ar chrich Chuinn Every second plundering on Conn’s
is air chrich Oiliolla Óluim and Oileall Ólum’s lands
ag siol Aodha thuaidh is thes by Aodh’s progeny, north and south,

76 craobha do-chuaidh ó choimes.  branches that surpassed comparison.

Creach oile (io)na a n-eallach féin Neither a second prey nor their cattle
ní beror ó chloinn Choiléin is taken from Clann Choileáin,
sa chreach aca a-níar ’s a-noir in their plundering from west and east,

80  slata is Brian ar a mbiodhbhoidh. young chiefs and Brian among their enemies.

Baramhó[i]l di ar a daingne In her fastness,
an tír-si ag triath Moghairne this country of the lord of Mogharn
slóigh chathardha da ccor uadh is comparable to the multitudes

84 ’sa[n] Tor mhilthardha Nemhruadh.  of the city being expelled from Nimrod’s venomous tower. 

Re cloinn Choiléin ní cosmhoil Nimrod’s cloudy tower is not like Clann Choileáin,
an Tor Nemhruadh néallach-soin but its characteristics,
acht a ttréithe an trá ro fes when they are known,

88 cach re chéile da ccoimes. Each is comparable to the other.

Neiche na cruindi do chur To put everything on earth
sa Tor Nemhruadh nert iongnudh in Nimrod’s Tower, marvellous strength,
sduaigh chéatfaidhe da la(i)s lí a bold[?] arch that lit up in brightness,

92 ní featfaidhe as éin-ní. Nothing could be taken out of it.

A-tá(id) ní dulta da léim The same is the manner of Clann Choileáin, 
an bés cédhna ag cloinn Choiléin it cannot be attacked,
críoch lígeal da leth sithe a bright coloured country on their peaceful side,

96 ag díden crech(a) ccoigcríce. as protection from the plundering of their borders

Each na bó ní bainter dhi Neither a horse nor a cow is taken from it,
is tig gach einchreach innte and every single plunder arrives in it,
anfat a mbiodhboidh giodh borb though impetuous, their enemies will stay away,

100 fíonmhaghr nach leantarr lethbhorb. the wine-plain that no half-impetuous one cleaves to (?)

Brígh náduire is ní nert shluaigh Natural power and not the strength of a throng
cosnus tóir an T[ui]r Nemhruadh protected the host of Nimrod’s Tower,
ní hamhla[idh] do chloinn Choiléin it is not like that with Clann Choileáin

104 an droing tharbhaigh ta[...] dr [...].  that useful  group […] 
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Ní har an ttír tharla(idh) an rath It is not that prosperity chanced on the country,
as cosnamh don chlár bhraon[ach] and protection of the plain of streams as far as Cliú, 
gídh í is ailli go Cliaigh ccoir[r] though it is most beautiful,

108 acht a ndiaigh laimhe Lochloinn. but as a result of Lochlann’s valour.

Ura eagla(idh) fheaghthor doibh A surety of fear is shown them
mac Derbhfhorgoilli ó bhregBhóin[n] [by] Dearbhfhorgaill’s son from Bóinn of Breagha,
do shluagh caon iath (?) cionadhoigh Chais  from the following of the fair lands of Cas’ kinsman

112 gidh ionfhaghoil iat ’na égmais. though they are capable of plunder in his absence.

Do bhiadh gion go raibh roimhe There would be, though not before his time,
go haonláimh as ionghoili ’til the one hand capable of bravery,
rath faghla ó Lochloinn go léir a clear guarantee of plunder through Lochlann,

116 ar rochloinn chalma Choiléin. for the exceptional and brave family of Coileán.

Iomdha air adhbhor molta The many subjects of his praise,
eider aoibh is adhmholta between beauty and extolling,
luadh thrid(h) a-ta ara ttaiseach that were mentioned through him, are only beginning

120  le mbíd mná go mioscaiseach. Which leaves women envious.

Tréithe a mhathar ’sa mhaith féin His mother’s characteristics, together with
a n-oighre chlann cCoiléins his own goodness, are in the heir to the Clann Choileáin,
(i)’s lán do mhaith úir a athar he’s full of the noble good of his father, 

124 flaith ó Bh(f)úill na mbrechlachan. The prince from Búill of the speckled ducks.

Tug leis a ttréithe ’na ttriúr  He brought the characteristics of all three with him,
buaidh ré a mberor an móiriúl a triumph from which great knowledge derives,
arna dherbhadh leth ar leth after testing, successively,

128 eidir éagnomh is einech. both valorous deeds and honour.

Oighre Lochloinn mheic Mheic Con The heir of Lochlann son of Mac Con,
feidm nach urusa d’ú[gh]dor son of Cú Mara of Maigh Mhaoin, 
mac Con Mhara Mhuighe Mhaoin it is not easy for an author 

132 cor a modha uili a n-aonlaoidh.s to put all his actions in a single lay.

A leth do chrú Chormaic Cais Half of him to the blood of Cormac Cas,
’s a leth d’fuil Eóghain armghlais and half to the blood of Eoghan of the grey weapons,
na sluaigh-si da bhfuil féine the hosts from which he himself derives, 

136 dá fhuil uaisle aoinphréimhe. are of the blood of single-rooted nobility.

Fiorfháidh sheólto shíol Aodha The true prophet who guides the progeny of Aodh,
fiodhbhoidh mar na fíonchraobha trees like vine-branches, and not tree trunks,
ni clethchranda an choill dá bhfuil the wood from which comes the vigorous

140 merphlanda do chloinn Charraidh.  plant of the Clann Charraidh (?)
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Oighoire fhóid na Sionna Heir to the land of the Shannon,
marcach mhuighe h(i)Oliolla rider of Oileall’s plain,
diongna mar ghabha an gort he will act wherever the field of battle takes [him],

144 biodhbha agus cára Chonnacht. enemy and friend of Connacht.

Seabhac séanamhoil shil mBriain Successful hawk of the sept of Brian,
mac Dearbhfhorgailli ó chlár Chlíaigh  son of Dearbhfhorghaill of the plain of Cliú,
gég chaomh ag uaim an achoidh a noble scion uniting the land,

148 nar smuain éntaom anachoin. Coin ... who never contemplated a bout of evil. Hounds …

NB: Superscript s, r and a indicate that there are problems with syllable-count, rhyme or 
alliteration. 
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Appendix II
Initial page of the poem in RIA Ms 710
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